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Reb/Reeb : see Repp.
Rebart FN: said by the Roethling FSL to be fromUC Langenprozelten, Kurmainz.
RebensdorfFN: said by the Dinkel FSL to be fromUC Plopdorf(?) (no locality mentioned).
ReberFN: said by the Bangert FSL to be fromUC Freiburg. I could not find this family in Mai1798es.
Reberger{Philipp}: a probable Zug first settler family said by Recruiter Beauregard’s 1768 list (Lk76) to
have been fromUC Orb. For 1798 see Mai1798:Zg24.
RebernsternFN: see Rabensterk.
RebgeshainGL: KS 164 said this was near Lauterbach and homeUC to Wirth{A.Elisabetha} who married
Guenther{J.Heinrich}.
RebgeshainGL, Riedesel Barony: is some 8 miles SW of Lauterbach city, some 16 miles SW of Schlitz
city, and some 20 miles W of Fulda, Hessen, and was said to be the homeUC of
Eifert{A.Eliesabetha} (Mai&Marquardt#668, plus KS126 and 161). Also said by KS134 to be
homeUC to a Herl woman who married a Bartholomaeus man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in
Walter (Mai&Marquardt#694). Long after the 1760s it was associated with Ulrichstein. Also
see Reppeshain and Repgeshayn.
RebgeshainGL: also see Reinheim.
Rebsdorf, [Isenburg-Birstein Principality]: said by the Recruiter Beauregard list (Lk126) to have been
homeUC to the Boos{Caspar} family who may have been Wittmann first settlers.
Reccius: go to Rexius.
Rech/WergensrechFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Erbach (no locality
mentioned) and he married in Oranienbaum the widow Miller.
Rechaer?FN: no place of origin is given for this orphan in the Pfeiffer FSL but she is living in the
household of a Naumann family fromUC Hannover.
Rechberg BaronyGS: see Kocher.
RechinFN: said by the Boaro FSL to be fromUC Sowenow(?) (no other locality mentioned). I could not
find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
RechlingFN: see Redler.
RechtenbachGL, Bergzabern [Amt], Pfalz: is 2.5 miles SW of Bad Bergzabern town, and said by both
the 1816 Kassel census (#19) and KS:318 to be homeUC to the Jakob family, but the GCRA
could not find them in records there.
RechtenburgGL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Fried family and possibly
to their Bittner step-daughter. There were Richtenburgs and Rechtenbaums in the Germanies.
Rechweiler-bei-ZweibrueckenGL: an unidentified place, but there is a Reischweiler 5.5 miles E of
Zweibruecken city. The Helfenstein family may have been fromUC here.

ReckFN : in Huck, see Heck.
Reck FN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC [Hessen-]Darmstadt. For 1798 see Mai1798:
Sh19.
Reckenroth: is 22 km NW of Weisbaden city and was said by the Susannental FSL to be homeUC to
Schaefer{G.Peter and J.Peter7} families. It most likely was in Katzenelnbogen County,
Hessen-Kassel Landgraviarte.
Reckershausen near the Hunsrueck, [Sponheim County]: is 22 miles NW of Bad Kreuznach. KS:120
said, mistakenly I think, that this was homeUC to the Moritz woman who later settled in Norka.
RecklingFN: said by the Schaefer FSL to be fromUC Magdeburg, Brandenburg. Spelled both Reckling
(Mai1798:Mv2512(1785),2521(1789),Sf12 and Gf10) and Roettling (Bb27) in 1785, 1789 and
1798.
Reckling{Anna}: in 1798 she, said to be from Kaneau, was listed as the wife of Reddig{Jacob}
(Mai1798:(Sh09).
Recklingen, Hannover [Electorate aka Kurbraunschweig]: is now a neighborhood in south Hannover
city and was said by the Schulz FSL to be homeUC to a Pitsch family, and possibly to a Fries
orphan.
RecklinghausenGL, Koeln: is some 47 miles NNE of Koeln city, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to
be homeUC to a Tegemann family.
Reckzeh{A.Margaretha}: fromUC Hoechst married Nill{J.Caspar} in Friedberg 5 April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#300). Not found in any later source.
Reddich: go to Retich.
Reddig: go to Retich.
RedelFN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Befort, Luxembourg. Spelled Riedel in 1798
(Mai1798:Bn14).
RedelFN: said by the Hoelzel FSL to be fromUC [Kur-]Trier (no locality mentioned). Spelled both Redel
(Mai1798:Sm42, Hz47) and Riedel (Hz21) in 1798.
RedelFN: said by the Messer 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Ressler (Mai1798:Ms61).
RedelFN: said by the 1798 Messer census to be the maiden name of frau Schmidt{Georg} (Mai1798:
Ms51).
Redeler{Jacob}FN: he is listed in Rosenheim in 1798 (Rm7) but I cannot find him in any FSL
RedenbachFN: said by the Bergdorf 1816 census (KS:660, 400) to have been from Pfrondorf,
Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. This name was also spelled Reidenbach and Roethenbach.
Redenhof(?)GL, Wuerttemberg(?):an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a
Knedler? family.
RederankGL, Mecklenburg: is some 11 miles WSW of Rostock city, said by the Bauer FSL to be homeUC
to an Esler family.
Redler/Redling/RechlingFN{Carolius & Christian} said by the Anton FSL #35a to be sstep-sons of
Kunzmann{Johannes} fromUC Maulbronn, Kurpfalz. Volz seems to spell this family as
Roedling and says it has Hessen origins. Spelled Rechling in 1798 (Mai1798:An47 and 44).
Roedling{J.Phil.}: KS151 says he left Bobenhausen near Huenfeld with wife and 3 children.
Redlov?FN: said by the Merkel FSL to be fromUC Magdeburg, Prussia.
RedmannFN: said by the 1816 Neudorf census (#95) without oridin and said by KS:400 to have come
fromUC Polen. Using FHL#245,507 the GCRA proved their origin Wirsitz, Posen Province,
Warsaw Duchy. See the GCRA book for more. Also spelled Rettmann.
RedmarGL, Brunswick Duchy: an unidentified place said by the Kromm version of the Jagodnaja
Poljana FSL to be homeUC to a Brecht man who was sent here as an 1812 prisoner of war
(p.137).
Reeb: see Repp.
Reen: go to Roen.
Reen/Rehn{A.Margaretha}: married Schlothauer{Wilhelm}in Danzig 23 May 1765 both said to be
fromUC Pfalz (Mai&Marquardt#758). On 29 Aug 1766 wife {Elizabeth},
Schlotthauer{Heinrich} and 5 children ages 8-20 arrived in Russia, he said to be from Riedesel
(Kulberg #3661). By 1765 they had settled at Kolb #24. In 1798 they were still in Beideck with
her name given as Rehn{A.Maria} (Mai1798:Bd64).

Rehn/Rein/Roen{J.Heinr.}: married Russ{A.Margarete }in Buedingen 8 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#758). Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 13 May 1767 this Rein couple had
settled at Kolb #9, he said to be from Geberstein, Hanau (Mai&Marquardt#758). In 1798 they
are still listed in Kolb, with her name given as Rost{A.Margartha} (Mai1798:Ko13).
Reeves-MarquardtRN, Dona: see Mai & Marquart. Dona has verified the origin of her Fritzler
ancestors and much more!
Reez(?)/RetzGL: an unidentified place said by the Kamenka FSL to be homeUC to a Plattner/Blattner?
family.
ReflinkFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Riesa. In 1798 the family name was spelled Riffling
(Mai1798:Fs10).
RegardFN: said by the Goebel FSL to be fromUC Kervenheim, Wuerzburg. Later spelled Riegert
(Mai1798:Gb28).
Regard FN: also see Rergard.
Regen?, [Kur-]Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to a Pilz family
and perhaps to a Schulz family as well.
RegenbachFN: said by the Schuck FSL to be fromUC Essiningen?, [Woellwarth Barony]. Various
spellings in 1798, see Mai1798 for Reigenborn (Mv2635,2655,Su4(where the wife’s maiden
name is given as Peltz) and 16), Reichenborn (Kl18 and Nk46), and Ragen (Vm16).
RegensburgGS: the city is some 172 miles ESE of Frankfurt-am-Main, but in the 1760s there were two
countries called Regensburg: one was Regensburg Imperial City (1180-1803) with lands
immediately around the city, and the other was Regensburg Imperial Abbey, with lands E of the
city along the N bank of the river. So far I have not been able to tell to which any FSL notation
refers. None of the following references mentions a locality. Said (no locality indicated) by the
Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Lobinger? family, and possiblyto a Scheitwahl family. Said
by the Graf FSL to be homeUC to Eckel, Esslauer, Windholz families. Said by the Herzog FSL
to be homeUC to Hofstaetter, Kantner, Riedel, Scheck, Schmidtberger, and Wittmann families.
Said by the Hoelzel FSL to be homeUC to a Gerber/Gerbert family. Said by the Kamenka FSL
to be homeUC to a Retzer family. Said by the Kolb FSL to be homeUC to a Pluemerdorf family.
Said by Kulberg119 to be homeUC to Kirchturm{Johann+w+2c} Catholic. Said by the
Leichtling FSL to be homeUC to a Mertz family. Said by the Mariental FSL to be homeUC to
Hecht and Kohlbeck families as well as to Frau Enselinger (no locality and no maiden name
given). Said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to frau Marx whose maiden name was
Matters. Said by the Schaefer FSL to be homeUC to frau Hennings, a Hinfelder family and frau
Stecher?. Said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be homeUC to the Kretzinger family.
RegenspurgGL: aka Regensburg.
RegerFN: said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Mannheim (no locality mentioned).
RegerFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Lochowittig?. I could not find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
RegerFN: also see Reker.
Regezer?FN: said by the Rothammel FSL to be fromUC Zilers/Sielers(?), Lothringen.
RegierFN: said by the Straub FSL to be fromUC Duerrbach, [Kur-]Sachsen. I did not find them or any
descendants in Mai1798.
Regier: also see Firnberiger and Reker.
Regierungsbezirk: term for a Prussian administrative region.
Regler{J.Friedrich}: married Hese{A.Sophia} in Rosslau 16 January 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#881).
KS134 has {M.Sofia} and the wrong year: 1765. Not found in any later source
ReglerFN: also see Roehller.
Regner{Andreas}: son of the next entry, he was in Luzern in 1798 when his wife was listed as
Gak{Dorothea} (Mai1798:Lz28).
Regner{Anton}: his sons {Andreas & Anton} were said by the Recruiter Beauregard’s list to step-sons in
the Timant household (Lk116a); in 1767 the boys are listed in T4900-4901 and in 1798 they are
in Luzern (Mai1798:Lz27 and 28). Not found in any FSL and with no previous colony indicated
these sons probably were among the Luzern first settlers.
Regner{Anton}: son of the above, he was in Luzern in 1798 when his wife was listed as

Gateau{Margaretha} (Mai1798:Lz27).
Reh{Benedict} fromUC Breitenbrun married Blumenschein{Margaretha E.} in Buedingen 17 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#655 & KS149). He died 20 May 1766 in Buedingen
(Mai&Marquardt#1221). Not found in Kulberg, or T, in any published FSL.in Mai1798.
Rehaeser FN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Rimelshein?, Kurmainz. I could not find this
family name in the 1798 censuses.
Rehbach: an unidentified place said by the Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been homeUC to the
Magar{Christoph}family (Lk116). There are 4 Rehbachs in Germany.
RehbergGL: see Rehburg.
RehbergerFN: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:676, 400) with no origin. Using
FHL(1,346,470), the GCRA proved origin in Neckarsteinach, Heidelberg [Amt], Baden. See
the GCRA book for more details.
Rehburg, Hessen-Kassel [Landgraviate]: said by the Reinwald FSL to be homeUC to the Karp{Philipp}
family. This must be Rehberg 14 miles NNW of Kassel city.
Rehders{Christina E.}: married Trulsen{Thomas} in Luebeck 16 Oct 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#37 &
KS161). No later records found.
Rehders/Raeder{M.Dorothea/Dorothea}: KS128 says she married Frahm{J.Heinrich} who left from
Alsfeld. A Luebeck ML records this marriage on 16 October 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#39). In
1798 they were in Reinhard where he was listed as Frahm{Johann} and she as
Raeder{Dorothea} (Mai1798:Rh19).
Rehders FN: see also Raeder.
RehfeldFN: said (no locality indicated) by the Urbach FSL to be fromUC [Kur-]Brandenburg.
RehlFN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Nassau. Spelled Riel in 1798
(Mai1798:Bo8).
Rehl/Behl{M.Elisabeth Sophia}: married Rehl{M.Elisabeth Sophia} in Luebeck on 18 June 1764 ; others
list her as a Behl (Mai&Marquardt#1). Not found in either Kulberg or T. ByJune 1765 May
and wife {M.Elisabeth} settled at Shcherbakovka FSL #25, he said to be fromUC
Koenigsberg(?). For 1798 see Mai1798: Sv52.
RehmFN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
RehminderFN: said by the Ober-Monjou 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Nauheim
(Mai1798:Om63).
RehnFN: see Reen and Rein.
RehsenGL, [Anhalt-]Dessau [Principality]: is some 11 miles E of Dessau city and a Schmidt man was
said by the Boaro FSL to have left hereUC for Russia having been born inUC Gorau.
Rehsen, [Anhalt-Dessau Principality]: Said by Anhalt-Dessau records to have been home to the Pussker
woman who married Mattheus/Matheus{Gottlieb} and had two children by him which she took
with her when she went to Russia (Mai&Marquardt#1120).
Reibach: said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to Faust{Johannes} and Reichert{A.Margaretha} who
married on 19 April 1766 before proceeding to Dobrinka FSL (#94). The Dobrinka FSL says
the place was Roth, Isenburg.
ReibachGL, Darmstadt: must be Raibach. Said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to a Schipp woman
who married an Armbruester man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in Krasnoyar
(Mai&Marquardt#569).
Reibach, Kurpfalz & Hesse-Darmstadt: an unidentified place said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC
to Fischer{J.Georg} who married Daubert{A.Barbara} (Mai&Marquardt#570).
ReibachGL: see Raibach.
Reiber{Christian/G.Christian}: married Ringelmann{M.Margaretha} in Buedingen 6 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#371). KS149 & 151 have {G.Christian} from Hessen with wife {M.Marg.}
heading for Kolb. By 3 Aug 1767 with wife {A.Katharina} and an infant son he had settled at
Kautz FSL 16, he said to be fromUC Bornheim, Kurpfalz. In 1798 he and his Roth wife {Klara}
are living in Kolb (Mai1798:Ko7).
ReiberFN: see also Raibert and Reuber.
ReibertFN: a Raab couple who went to Balzer married in 1766 and the Buedingen ML says this bride was
from Mockstadt.

ReibertenrodGL, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: about 1 miles NW of Alsfeld town, and said by the
Orlovskaya FSL to be homeUC to an Altenhof family. Kuhlberg said this was in the state of
Hessen.
ReibichFN: said by the Laub FSL to be fromUC Frankfurt-am-Main. In 1798 it may have been spelled
Rossbach?? (Mai1798:Wr76).
ReichFN{Cath.Dorothea}: a Luebeck ML said this woman fromUC Tannerheim married 15 April 1766
Weistheim{J.Christian} (Mai&Marquardt#138). By 27 July 1767 Weisheim{Christian &
Anna} had settled at Galka FSL#53, he said to be from Linden, Isenburg. By 1798 wife {Anna}
has been widowed and is living as head of household #22 (Mai1798:Gk22).
ReichFN{Valentin}: fromUC NiederOhm married in Buedingen 14 Apr 1766 Trimper{Eliesabetha}
(Mai&Marquardt#531). KS149 says he was fromUC NiederOhmen near Alsfeld and that she
was a Trimber. KS149 said that Nieder Ohm was near Alsfeld. KS150 said that Rauschenberg
was near Kirchhain. On 22 July 1766 he with wife {Maria} and his mother {Elisabeth} arrived
in Russia, he said to be from Laubach (Kulberg2405). Not found in T. By mid 1767 he, his
wife {Elisabeth} and his mother {Elisabeth} had settled at Grimm FSL #11, he said to be from
Darmstadt. In both 1775 and 1798 this couple was still in Grimm (Mai1798:Gm93 & Gm100).
ReichFN: left Nagold, Wuerttemberg for Grossliebenthal, Russia in the 1800s.
ReichFN{Johannes}: by 16 Sept 1767 he has settled as an orphaned son of {J.Adam} in the household of
Becher (he from Darmstadt) [Mai&Marquardt#39a]. KS80 differs only is saying {Johannes}
hailed from fromUC Nidda (now in the state of Hessen). The Kromm version and KS149 say he
was the foster son of Becher and was fromUC Glasshuetten, Nidda [Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt]
(pp.30, 34). Kathryn Drozdik thinks he may be brother to the Grimm Reich. On 8 Aug 1766
Reich{Adam & Anna} with son {Johannes} had arrived in Russia, {Adam} said to be from
Darmstadt (Kulberg#2895).
Reich FN: listed by the 1816 Kassel census (#94) without origin and said by KS:400 to be fromUC Polen.
The GCRA thinks they probably came from Posen Province alathough they search the records of
some specific places and did not find this family; see their book for more.
ReichFN: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be fromUC Nuernberg.
ReichFN{Just}: of Reformed faith leftUC Zweibruecken and then spent 15 years in Brandenburgian lands,
arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762. In May 1765 with wife {Charlotte}
and 7 children he requested permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.56).
Reich{Catharina}: from Hesse-Darmstadt [Landgraviate] married in Luebeck 17 June 1766
Fischer{J.Hinr.} (Mai&Marquardt#246). Not in KS. I did not think of a way I could find
them in the later sources … any help would be appreciated.
ReichFN: said by the Norka FSL to be a single man in a Fischer household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr31
and 116.
Reich FN said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Daurgen?, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. For
1798 see Mai1798:Gk43, 7, and 44.
Reich{J.Adam}: married Nagel{A.Maria} in Luebeck 13 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#82 & KS149).
On 31 July 1766 {Adam & Anna} with one child arrived in Russia, he said to be from
Darmstadt (Kulberg#2893). Not found in any later source.
ReichFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
ReichFN:also see Reis.
Reichardt: interfiled with the Reichert.
Reichart: interfiled with the Reichert.
Reichau [parish?], Galicia: now 8 miles SE of Cieszanow, Poland, and 40 miles NW of L’viv, Ukraine,
and was then the records center covering Deutschbach? and Smolin. The GCRA says these
records are in FHL#905,257. They found it associated with Haller (1801), Merker and Mueller
(1805) families.
ReicheimGL: the Buedingen ML says this was homeUC to the Meyer woman who married a Buchsbaum in
1766; by 1767 this couple was in Holstein (Mai&Marquardt#585); but other evidence makes it
clear this was Reichelsheim, Erbach.
ReichelFN{Jakob/J.Jacob}: Mettenheim parish records report that this man, born in Mettenheim in 1729,
moved his whole family to Astracan, i.e Dietel in 1766; that is his wife {M.Margaretha},

daughter of Ruehl{J.Georg}, and 4 children, one of whom died in Hamburg on the way to
Russia in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1245). Later in 1766 the remaining family members in
Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga, on which trip both parents and one of the children
died (T6314-6318). Their orphaned son {J.Jacob} in 1767 was listed in the Bauer FSL 16a as an
11-year old living in the Lissau{Christian} household, the boy said to be from Meisenheim,
Kurpfalz. He is listed in KS150. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm137.
Reichel/Reigel{J.Georg}: Mettenheim parish records report that this son of {J.Christopher} born in 1743
to his second wife went to Astracan, i.e Dietel in March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1244). On 13
Sept 1766 {Georg} and wife {Anna} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Pfalz (Kulberg5894).
Later in 1766 {Georg} and wife {A.Catharina} iu Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga
(T6319-6320). In 1767 Reigel{Georg} from Waltenberg [County] was recorded in Dietel (#22
in the Stumpp supplemental list, Dietel FSL). He is listed in KS150. Spelled Reichel in 1794
(Mai1798:Mv418). In 1798 {Georg} and his Stahlmann wife {Katharina} with children and their
spouses were still living in Dietel (Mai1798:Dt81). Dona Reeves-Marquardt found the birth
records in Mettenheim, Wartenberg church books.
ReichelFN{Michael}: Mettenheim parish records report that he went to Astracan, i.e. Dietel, in 1765; with
a wife from Dorn-Duerkheim and two children (Mai&Marquardt#1246). KS130 sayshe was
from Mettenheim near Worms, heading for Hoffental. By 1 March 1767 he, with wife {Rosina}
and 3 children, with a single Fischer man also living in the household, had settled at Bauer FSL
#50, Michael said to be fromUC Meisenheim, Wittenburg [sic. for Warenburg]. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Br22, 68, and 47).
ReichelseeGL: said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to a Blumenschein woman who in 1766 married a
Zirckoebel man fromUC Breuschbach; after which the couple went to Jagodnaja Polyana
(Mai&Marquardt#704). This surely is Reichelsheim, Erbach.
ReichelsheimGL: is some 5 miles ENE of Friedberg, Hessen, and said by Stumpp to be homeUC to the
Blumenschein woman who in 1766 in Buedingen married a Zirckoebel man fromUC
Breuschbach; after which the couple went to Jagodnaja Polyana (Mai&Marquardt#704).
Also see Reichelsee. Stumpp surely is in error; the Blumenschein woman almost certainly was
fromUC Reichelsheim, Erbach, not Hessen.
ReichelsheimGL, Erbach [County]: is some 7 miles NW of Erbach city, 13 miles SE of Darmstadt city,
and said by the Bauer FSL to be homeUC to Blumenstein and Derr/Doerr families. Proven home
to the Heist and Schimpf families that settled in Dobrinka (Gieg1). Sherri Stahl has found the
birth records here of the Goettmann men, father and son, who were first settlers in Frank. Said
by the Holstein FSL to be homeUC to a Buchsbaum wife. Said by the Kromm version of the
Jagodnaja Polyana FSL to be homeUC to Blumenstein and Zuergiebel families. Sometimes
referred to as Reichelsee or Heichelheim.
ReichenbachFN: said by the Straub FSL to be fromUC Doeschnitz, Sachsen[-Saalfeld Duchy]. I did not
find them or any descendants in Mai1798.
Reichenbach{Dorothea Catharina} nee Lorber: Anhalt-Dessau archives indicate that this woman born in
Coethen was the wife of {Christian} and left from Quellendorf with their daughter
(Mai&Marquardt#1136 & KS150).
ReichenbachFN: this family name was found recorded in Tann marriage records 1762-1767, and in
Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see Flegel trip.
ReichenbachGL: an unidentified place said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Elchner family. Said
by the Stephan FSL to be homeUC to an Usinger family. There are over 50 places of this name in
the former German-speaking lands. My guess is the one that was in Erbach County is the most
likely for the Usinger family, and I would say I have about a 5% chance of being right.
Reichenbach, Bamberg [Bishopric]: is 42 miles NE of Bamberg city, and said by the Hoelzel FSL to be
homeUC to Aman and Lang families.
Reichenbach, Erbach [County]: is 21 km WNW of Erbach city and was said by the Warenburg FSL
#93 to be homeUC to a Koehler{Franz} family and perhaps to their stepson Metzger{Johann}.
This is the same place as the next entry, but 50 years earlier.
ReichenbachGL, Schlesien: now Dzierzoniow, Poland, some 30 miles SW of Wroclaw, and said by the
Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Hoffmann family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be

homeUC to an Ilgner family.
Reichenbach{Dorothea Catharina}: Anhalt-Dessau archival records say she was born a Lorber in
Coethen, widowed by {Christian} in Quellendorf left for Russia in 1766 with their daughter
(Mai&Marquardt#1136). Not found in any later source.
Reichenbach, Wuerttemberg: is 7 miles SE of Karlsruhe, and was said by both the 1816 Neudorf census
(#19) and KS:361 to be homeUC to the Lutz{Friedrich/Georg F.} family that settled in Neudorf.
ReichenbornFN: see Regenbach.
Reischenschlerch?GL: an unidentified place said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Vogel
family and possibly to their Lenkof/Leikam step-sons.
ReicherFN: see Reuter.
Reichert, Reichart, and Reichardt all interfiled here:
Reichert{A.Maria}: she married Bremer{Johannes} in Luebeck on 13 August 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#1198). KS123 said the year was 1765. By 1767 they were in Anton FSL
#52.
ReichertFN: found by the GCRA to be in Bergdorf and proven, using FHL 1,475,216-7, by them to have
come from Tailfingen, Herrenberg [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for details.
ReichertFN{Jacob}: said by the Boaro FSL to be fromUC Bingen, Kurmainz. For 1798 see Mai1798:
Bx09, 06.
ReichertFN{J.Heinrich}: said by the Boaro FSL to be fromUC Seiben. Spelled Reichert in 1790 and 1798
(Mai1798: Mv323, Ka102).
ReichertFN{A.Margaretha}: said by the Buedingen ML to be fromUC Reibach she married
Faust{Johannes} 19 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#557). KS127 and 150 to be fromUC Reibach
near Dieburg in Hesse ). Said by the Dobrinka FSL (#94) to be fromUC Roth, Isenburg.
ReichertFN: arrived in South Russia in 1818; later settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found
by Curt Renz in Scheppach, Oehringen Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.
ReichertFN{J.Melchior}: With wife {Susanna} and 3 children, plus his mom{Anna}he arrived in Russia 31
July 1766, he said to be from Darmstadt {Kulberg2841). Said by the Holstein FSL #33 to be
fromUC Raibach, Darmstadt.
Rueckert/Rikert/ReichertFN{Lorentz}: married Roeder{A.Cathar.} in Buedingen 20 April 1766
(Kulberg561). By 21 Aug 1767 with his Tropp wife {Magdalena} he had settled at Koehler
FSL #82, he said to be fromUC Rumstadt?. The family name was spelled both Rikert and
Reichert in 1798 (Mai1798:Kl38/Mv1309).
Reichart/Reichert{Sebastian}: arrived single in Russia 29 Aug 1766, he said to be from Isenburg
(Kulberg5212). By 18 Aug 1767 still single he had settled at Kraft FSL #70, he said to be from
Wern(?).
Reichart/ReichertFN: said by the Kraft FSL to be fromUC Wern(?), Isenburg.
ReichertFN{Nicolaus}: arrived in Russia with wife {Anna}, one son, and a servant {Anna}
(Kulberg5061). Said by the Krasnoyar FSL #21 to be fromUC Buedingen, Isenburg.
ReichartFN{Catharina} nee Scheitz: according to a Luebeck ML the widow of a Reichart married
Humbert {Johannes}23 May 1766; by 1767 this couple was Krasnoyar FSL #20
(Mai&Marquardt#229).
Reichert/ReichardtFN{Christoph}: on 9 Aug 1766 Reichardt with wife {A.Margaretha} arrived in
Russia, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg4942). With wife {A.Katharina} by 8 July 1767
Reichert had settled at Kutter FSL #35, he said to be fromUC Isenburg.
Reichhardt/ReichertFN{Andreas}: on 13 Sept 1766 Reichhardt with wife {Anna} and son {Johann}
arrived in Russia, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg5945). By 29 July 1767 Reichert with
wife {A.Sabina} had settled at Kutter FSL #70, he said to be from Isenburg.
ReichertFN: said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Kottenheim?, Kurtrier. Darrell Burghardt believes
that this couple married on the way to Mariental and he reports that frau Reichert was a daughter
of the Hansen family whose maiden name in 1798 was given as Gantz (Mai1798:Mt4).
ReichertFN: a Luebeck ML says this woman married a Hohnstein man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was
in Norka (Mai&Marquardt#1199).
ReichertFN{J.Adam}: arrived single in Russia 29 Aug 1766, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg5206).
Said by the Norka FSL #103 to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For 1793 and 1798

see Mai1798:Mv1980, Nr30, 146 and Kt14. In 1798 the wife’s maiden name was given as
Oswald (Nr30).
ReichertFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Boedefeld.
Reichert{A.Margaretha}: married Faust{Johannes} 19 April 1766 in Buedingen; both said to be fromUC
Reibach (Mai&Marquardt#557). KS127and 150 said they were fromUC Raibech near Dieburg
now in Hesse. {Johann & Anna} arrived in Russia 31 July 1766 (Kulberg2842). Not found in T.
By 20 June 1766 his widow with 2 sons had settled at Dobrinka FSL #94, which said she was
fromUC Roth, Isenburg, and had moved to Shcherbakovka in 1768. Not identified in Mai1798.
Reichert{Christian}FN: may have been the offspring of an early Zurich settler family. In 1798 he was said
to be from Zurich (Mai1798:Ls8) –but the family name does not appear in the Louis FSL and he
himself is too young to be in a FSL. Not identified in any other source.
Reichert{Christian}: KS150 says he was from Calbach near Buedingen.
Reichert{A.Maria}: from Calbach married Will{J.Georg}in Buedingen 7 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#380). On 4 July 1766 this couple arrived in Russia, he said to have come
from Linden (Kulberg2261). No further information found.
Reichert{Elisabeth}: married Holler{J.Adam} 20 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#451).
KS150 had {Joh.}. Not found in any later source.
Rueckert{Eva M.}: married Muessel{Johannes} in Rosslau 30 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#953).
KS145 has Meissel. Not found in any later source.
Reichhardt{Franz}: on 4 July 1766 with wife {Elisabeth} and 2 children he arrived in Russia, he

said to be from Mainz (Kulberg1321). Not found in any later source.
Reichert{Jacob}: with wife {Maria} and 3 children arrived in Russia 13 Sept 1766, he said to be from
Worms (Kulberg5865). ??
Reichert{Johann}: arrived single in Russia 15 Sept 1766 (Kulberg6064). ??
Reichert{Johann}: with wife {Eleonora} and 2 sons arrived in Russia 12 Sept 1766, he said to be from
Wertrach(?) (Kulberg4455). ??
Reichert/Reichhardt{J.Christoph}: married Joerg{A.Margaretha} in Luebeck 28 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#161 & KS150). On 9 Aug 1766 this Reichhardt couple arrived in Russia,
he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg4942). By 8 July 1767 Reichert with wife {A.Katharina}
had settled at Kutter FSL #35, he said to be from Isenburg. Not found in any later source.
ReichertFN: this family name was fou nd recorded in Tann marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
ReichertFN: also see Reichart and Rueckert.
ReicherterFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:672, 401) to be from Reutlingen, Wuerttemberg.
Using FHL(1,069,075), the GCRA verified this origin. See the GCRA book for more details.
Reichle{Carl}FN: KS:401 said he came fromUC Kircheim, Nuertingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg toUC
Neudorf. The GCRA found no record of such a person in Neudorf. See their book for more.
Reichle{Jakob}FN: mistakenly said by the 1816 Neudorf census (#53) to have come fromUC Sternefels,
Vaihingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. But KS:401 said he came from Gitenberg, Nuertingen
[Amt], Wuerttemberg. Using FHL#1,055,850, the GCRA concluded that the latter origin, but
Gutenberg instead of Gitenburg, was likely but not provable due to so many similar names in
the records there. See their book for more.
Reichle{Jakob, Johannes}FN: said by KS:401 to have come fromUC Sternenfels, Vaihingen [Amt],
Wuerttemberg toUC Neudorf. The GCRA found no record of these men in Neudorf. See their
book for more.
ReichmannFN: in 1767 listed as an orphan girl in the Eckhardt household (Lk1a), a probable early settler
in Zuerich. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kd1. For 1767 see T2616-18
Reichmannshausen, Schweinfurt [Amt], Bavaria: is 8 miles NE of Schweinfurt city, and this may have
been homeUC to the Hemmerich family that went to Glueckstal viaUC Torschau, Hungary; see
the GCRA book for detail.
Reichmesser{Elisabeth}: was lving in Luzern in 1798 with no earlier colony indicated (Mai1798:Lz35)
and she has not been found in any printed FSL; so she may well represent a Luzern first settler
family. In 1798 she is living as the likely 2nd wife of Lembach{Anton} who was said to have
come from Lohr (Mai1798:Lk41).
Reichmesser{Elisabeth}: said by the 1798 Luzern census to be the maiden name of frau

Werner{Philipp} (Lz95) who came fromUC Niederusel?.
ReicholdtFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Ballenheim(?), Franken.
Reickert FN: see Rickert.
ReidFN: see Reut.
ReidenbachFN: see Redenbach.
ReidenheimGL, Worms: an unidentified place said by the Goebel FSL to be homeUC to Muetzig and
perhaps Reisenbach families. The only such place I can find is some 16 miles S of Wuerzburg,
Bavaria.
ReiderFN: said by the 1798 Norka census to be the maiden name of Isenburger Richter’s wife
(Mai1798:Nr106).
ReiderFN: see also Reuter.
Reier?FN: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
ReierFN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Neu-Brandenburg, Mecklenburg[-Strelitz Duchy],
with an Otto stepson in the household. I could not find them in Mai1798.
Reier{Johannes&Martin}: said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been step-sons in the
Zahn{L.Wilhelm} household (Lk19a).
ReifegersteFN: see Reisegerste.
Reifenberg, Bassenheim [Barony]: nka Oberreifenberg and Niederreifenberg 12 miles NW of
Frankfurt-am-Main city centre, and said by the Dehler FSL to be homeUC to Brendel, Fest, and
Fuchs families. Said by the Louis FSL to be homeUC to the Brendel, Fischer{Barbara}, and
Waldschmidt families. Said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to the Strack man who in 1766
married a Herrman woman; by 1767 this couple was in Pfeiffer (Mai&Marquardt:634);
however, the Pfeiffer FSL says he was fromUC Hannover. Also spelled Reiffenburg
(Mai&Marquardt:634).
Reifenberg, Bassenheim, Kurmainz: said by the Dehler FSL to be homeUC to a Sturmann family. This
is the same place as the previous entry. Reifenberg was in the Bassenheim Barony, not in
Kurmainz, although it was very near the Kurmainz border.
ReifenschneiderFN: see Reifschneider.
ReiffenburgGL, BessenheimGL: see Reifenberg.
Reiffen/Reiffer{Johannes}: fromUC Alertshausen an der Rabenau: married Ertz{Eliesabetha} in
Buedingen 17 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#552). KS150 gives his name as Reiffer. Not
found in any later source.
Reiffer{A.Elisabeth}: married Spahn{Nicolaus} in Luebeck 22 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1186).
On 4 July 1766 {Nicolaus & Anna} and 1 child arrived in Russia, he said to be from Hanau
[County] (Kulberg1497). Later in 1766 this couple with no child took transport in
Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which trip she died (T6040-6041).
Reiffscheider/ReifschneiderFN{A.Cathar.}: from Rosbach married Thiel {J.Adam}in Luebeck 27 May
1766; by 1767 this couple was at Krasnoyar FSL 101 (Mai&Marquardt#231).
ReiffschneiderFN: also see Reifschneider.
ReifschneiderFN: a note to Mai&Marquardt#1192 says that the Krasnoyar FSL says that “Meerholz
near Isenburg” was homeUC to a Reifschneider family. Meerholz was the seat of IsenburgMeerholz County. The Pleve version of the Krasnoyar FSL (#114) says that Isenburg was their
homeUC. A Luebeck ML says this Reifenschneider man married a Zimmer woman in 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#1192). KS:150 says another Reifschneider came fromUC Leisenwald.
Leisenwald was in Isenburg-Waechtersbach County.
Reifschneider/Reiff-FN{Johannes LoosFN{A.Catharina}: fromUC Leisewald, in Buedingen 3 May 1766
married Reiffschneider {Johannes} (Mai&Marquardt#613). On 8 Aug 1766 {Johann & wife
Anna} with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Isenburg (Kulberg3216). Not
found in T. By 8 July 1767 he and wife {A.Katharina} had settled at Kutter FSL #14, he said to
be from Isenburg. In 1798 this couple was still in Kutter (Mai1798:Kt74). Doreen Connelly
proved that in Leisenwald he was godfather to a Lich child who later was orphaned. The
Reifschneider family was in Leisenwald at least as early as 1470 and has been traced father to
son from 1612 to 1932 in Leisenwald (Steinberger2).
ReifschneiderFN{Adam}: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). For

1798 see Mai1798:Nr153.
ReifschneiderFN{Johannes}: said by the Norka FSL to be the orphaned son of J.Konrad Reifschneider
living in a Weber household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Kk12.
Reigenbol?GL, Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be homeUC to frau Knoll.
ReigenbornFN: see Regenbach.
Reigensen(?)GL, Erbach: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Schimpf
family.
ReigertFN: said by the Koehler FSL to be fromUC Mosbach.
ReiherFN: said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Breslau, Schlesien. I cannot find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
ReiherFN: frau Reiher was said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Stockholm, Schweden.
ReiherFN: said by the Goebel FSL to be fromUC Neuweiler, Lothringen and his Kern wife fromUC
Schotten, Darmstadt.
ReilFN{Margaretha}: not found in Kulberg or in T. By 18 June 1767 widowed she with {Wilhelm} her 19
yr old son had settled at Doenhof FSL #76 said to be fromUC Gelnhausen (no locality
mentioned). By 1798 he was married and still living in Doenhof (Mai1798:#54). Jim
Pickelhaupt says he has verified this origin.
ReilFN: also see Ruehl.
ReilingFN: said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Schlitz. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga
censuses.
ReilingenGL, Mannheim [Amt], Baden [taken by France in 1794-1816 and then ceded to Bavaria in
1816]: is some 14 miles SSE of Mannheim city, and incorrectly said by the Bergdorf 1816
census (KS:660, 220) to have been homeUC to a Spielmann family and possibly a Bedorf family.
Incorrectly said by the 1816 Glueckstal census to be homeUC to the Schnabel family. Said by
both the 1816 Neudorf census #16 and KS:449 to be homeUC to the Spielman/Spielmann
family that settled in Bergdorf and Neudorf. See the GCRA book for more.
Reim{Jacob}FN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be fromUC [Pfalz-]Zweibruechen [Duchy] (no locality
mentioned). I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Reim{Matthias}FN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be fromUC [Pfalz-]Zweibruechen [Duchy] (no locality
mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:1 and 2.
Reim{Margaretha E.}: godmother at the 20 April 1766 Luebeck baptism of the son of Fischer{Franz}
and his Buxbaum wife which couple settled at Warenburg FSL #25.
Reimann/Reiminn{Johann/J.Michael/Gottleb}: arrived in Russia with wife before 7 January 1765 and
were still in St.Petersburg on 28 January (Fond 283, file 42, pp. 1, 2, 10). I found no further
record of these folks.
Reimer?FN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Magdeburg.
Reimer FN {Jacob}: said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Berwald.
ReimerFN {Gerhard}: said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Ohrlofff, Tiegenhoff Amt.
Reimer/RiemerFN{Gottfried}: married Batzel{A.Magdalena} in Luebeck 15 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#56 & KS151). Not found in Kulberg rin T. By 3 Aug 1767 {Gottfried &
Magdalena} with no children had settled at Orlovskaya FSL #42, he said to be fromUC Dessau
(no locality mentioned). Her maiden name was given as Patzler in 1798 (Mai1798:Or1). The
family name was also spelled Riemer in 1798 (Mai1798:Or31,49).
ReimerFN: said by the Reinwald FSL to be step-childlren in the Berger{nameless} household. For 1798
see Mai1798:Rw14.
Reimer{Conrad}: Danish records said he was son to {J.Conrad} (EEE p.557, for more detail see that),
who with sister {Johanna} was living along with their twice remarried mother {Johanna Sophia}
in their stepfather Herr Berger’s household in about 1767 (Reinwild FSL #17, 17a).
Reimer{J.Conrad}: Danish records said this Lutheran was fromUC Wuerttemberg and arrived at
Schleswig city, Schleswig Royal Duchy in July 1761. After he died his widow {Johanna Sophia}
in 1763 married Brunner{Georg}; they left for Russia in 1765 (EEE p.557, for more detail see
that).
Reimer{Johanna Sophia}: maiden name unknown was first found listed by Danish records as the wife of
Reimer{J.Conrad} in 1761, soon she was widowed; as the wife of Brunner{Goerg} in 1763

(EEE p.557, for more detail see that). By about 1767 she is listed as from UC
Naehermemmingen?, Wuerttemberg the then wife of Herr Berger whose given name is not
shown (Reinwald FSL #17).
ReimerFN{Christian}: said by the 1798 Schwed census (Sw9) to have come there from Kaneau but I can
not find him in any FSL.
ReimerFN: said by the Tiege FSL to be fromUC Moesland, Moewa Amt or Dirschan Amt.
ReimerFN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Wintersheim, Sachsen. I could not find him in
Mai1798.
Riemer/Rimer/Reimer{Conrad Christoph}: married Spretz(Christina Charlotte} in Rosslau 8 April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#921). KS151 & 159 give the wrong year: 1765. On 4 July 1766 {Conrad &
Charlotta} with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be from Braunschweig (Kulberg1250).
Later in 1766 in Oranienbaum they took transport for the Volga on which trip a daughter was
born (T5342-5344). By 7 June 1767 this couple with no children had settled at Kano FSL #63,
he said to be from Braunschweig.
Reimer{Johannes}: this widower was said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been fromUC Mardorf
(Lk153). Not found in any FSL and I could not find him or any likely descendant associated with
any Volga colony.
ReimerFN: also see Rimer.
ReimkelnGL, Hesse-Darmstadt County: an unidentified place, said by the Walter FSL to be homeUC to a
Knorr family.
ReimsGL: a French city some 96 miles WSW of Luxembourg city.
ReinFN{Jacob}: said by the Stumpp supplement to the Dietel FSL to be fromUC Waltenberg County (no
locality indicated). Dona Reeves-Marquardt found the birth records in Mettenheim,
Wartenberg church books, which say that Rein’s wife’s maiden name was Weinbach. For more
information regarding Dona’s discoveries go to cvgs.cu-portland.edu/origins/r/dietel.cfm. See
also Reis. I could not find this family in Mai1798es.
ReinFN{Ernst}: said by the Huck FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned; country not
identified).
ReinFN{Christina}: married BraunFN{Sebastian} on 18 March 1766 in Buedingen
(Mai&Marquardt#440, KS123, 150). They arrived in Russia 4 July 1766, he said to be fromUC
Main (Kulberg1699). Not found in T. By June 1767 they had settled in Kamenka FSL #78.
Rein/RehnFN{Jacob}: married 8 March 1766 Russ{A.Margaretha} (Mai&Marquardt#389). By 13 May
1767 {Heinrich &A.Margaretha} had settled at the Kolb FSL #13, he said to be fromUC
Gerbershein(?), Hanau. In 1798 this couple with offspring was still in Kolb (Mai1798:Ko13).
ReinFN{Johann}: a Rosslau ML says this man married 20 May 1766 Viel{A.Margarethe}
(Mai&Marquardt#981 & KS150). By 5 Sept 1767 {Johannes & A.Maria} plus an infant arrived
at Lauwe FSL #37, he said to be fromUC Undenheim.
Rein{A.Margaretha}FN: said by the 1798 Stahl-am-Karaman census to be the new (third) wife of
Kraus{Johannes the elder} (Mai1798:Sk8).
ReinFN{Jacob}: said by the first translation of Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#21} to be fromUC [Kur]Mainz. The Pleve version says he was fromUC Manau, [Kur-]Sachsen.
FN
Rein {Luisa/Luise}: her maiden and first married name not given, this widow, then wife of Rein{Jacob}
was said by the first translation of Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#21} to be fromUC
Hamburg/Homburg.
ReinFN: also see Reis.
ReinbergGL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Wittmann family. Said by the
Neidermonjou FSL to be homeUC to a Betz family. Said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a
Werner family. There are many Reinbergs, Reinsbergs, and Reimbergs in Germany and Austria.
ReinbreitbachGL, Kelheim: an unidentified place said by the Preuss FSL to be home to an Asemakher?
family. There is a Reinbreitbach, Rhineland-Wuerttemberg, some 27 miles SE of Cologne.
Reindorf/Reindorff/Renndorf FN{Johannes}: on 19 Sept 1766 {Johann} and wife {Margaretha} arrived in
Russia, he said to be from Wuerzburg (Kulberg6578). Later in 1766 Reindorff, wife
{Margretha} and infant son in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga, on which trip the son
died (T7406-7408). By 24 July 1767 {Johannes} had died and his widow had settled at

Roethling FSL 24 (i.e. se24), said to be from Kurmainz. KS150 says she was either from
Esselbach, Kurmainz, Unterfranken or fromUC Hesselbach, Erbach, Hessen.
ReineckeFN{Johann}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Kutter FSL to be fromUC Isenburg. Later
spelled Reinicke.
Reinecke/Reincke/Roenke(?)/Reinigke/Reinecke{Andreas}: his father’s house was in Dessau possibly in
Woerlitz where {Andreas} worked (Mai&Marquardt#1140). He and his Nasuendorff wife
{Albertina} had son{J.Hinrich}} baptized in Luebeck 5 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1298).
He arrived in Russia with his wife and one daughter 8 Aug 1766, said to be fromUC Dessau
(Kulberg4311). KS151 says he was from Woerlitz near Dessau. Later in 1766 in
Oranienbaum this couple took transport to the Volga but both reportedlydied enroute (T40454046). However by 7 June 1767 he with a new wife settled at Boaro FSL #72, he said to be
fromUC Oranienbaum, Dessau. Not found in Mai1798.
ReinefeldFN: see Rahnefeld.
Reineke/Reinke/Reincke{Joachim}: married Ratkens{Elisabetha} in Luebeck 31 July 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#212}. KS150 has Reinke. Not found in any printed FSL but in 1798 he is
listed in Frank (Mai1798:Fk21).
Reiner{Jacob+w+1c}: Kulberg42 said they were fromUC Wuerttemberg. Not found in T nor in any
published FSL.
ReinerFN: also see Rainer.
ReinfeldFN: see Rahnefeld.
Reingrafen von Grumbach Territory: another name for the Wild und Rhein County.
Reinhard and Reinhardt:
ReinhardFN: said by the BoaroFSL to be fromUC Kumpelstadt?. Spelled Reinhardt in 1798
(Mai1798:Mn2, 22).
ReinhardFN: said by the Dinkel FSL to be fromUC Lebbin, Brandenburg.
ReinhardFN{Michael}: Lutheran from Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig
Royal Duchy in June 1762. In April 1765 with wife {Margaretha} he deserted Denmark (EEE
p.558). By July 1766 they had arrived at Doenhof FSL #3 which said he was from Darmstadt.
Gerhard Lang traced them over this same route starting in Grosszimmern, Hessen-Darmstadt
Landgraviate. Which is where in 2006 in the LDS Salt Lake City library Dona ReevesMarquardt found parish records proving that he was baptized there and there married
Heim{Dorothea}.
ReinhardFN{Peter}: Lutheran from Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig
Royal Duchy in June 1762. In April 1765 with wife {Margaretha} he deserted Denmark (EEE
p.558). By July 1766 they had arrived at Doenhof FSL #3 which said he was from Darmstadt.
Gerhard Lang traced them over this same route starting in Grosszimmern, Hessen-Darmstadt
Landgraviate. Which is where in 2006 in the LDS Salt Lake City library Dona ReevesMarquardt found parish records proving that he was baptized there and there married
Hornung{A.Margaretha}, which record commented that they were in a hurry because they were
leaving right away for Denmark!
ReinhardtFN: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in
Aldingen, Spaichingen Oberamt, Wuerttemberg.
ReinhardtFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Wiege(?).
ReinhardFN{Johannes}: said by the Kukkus FSL #34 to be fromUC Bueblingshausen, Braunfels.
ReinhardtFN: said by the Lauwe FSL to be fromUC Ilm, Schwarzburg.
ReinhardFN: said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Blieskastel. The name was later spelled Reinhardt
(Mai1798:Mt25,Mv1654).
Reinhard/Reinhardt{Carl Ludwig}: of Frankfurt married Schmueck{A.Eva} in Fraenkish-Crumbach
25 Oct 1763 going to a place near Petersburg (Mai&Maruardt#1265). Not found in any
published FSL.
ReinhardFN: J.Ludwig, A.Elisabethe (Lo(t)z) and four children left Fraenkisch-Crumbach in 1766 for
Russia, where they settled in Neu-Saratowka; they had lived in Asbach [8 km NW of F-C]
(Gieg1).
Reinhardt{A.Marg.}FN: KS:118 says she married an Ammann man in 1778 in Neu-Saratowka.

ReinhardtFN: said by the Reinhard FSL to be fromUC Wianse?, [Kur-]Sachsen. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Rh26 and 28.
ReinhardtFN: the wife was said by the Reinhard FSL to be fromUC Altenau. In 1798 the wife’s maiden
name was given as Schubert (Mai1798:Rh28).
Reinhardt{Adam}FN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be fromUC Gen?, Boehmen, with an orphan girl,
Mensing{Magdalena}, in the household. I did not locate the Reinhardts or any descendants in
Mai1798.
Reinhardt{Margaret}: said by the 1798 Seelmann census (Sm14) to be the maiden name of frau Messing.
ReinhardtFN: said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Anburg?, Nassau. For 1788 and 1798 see
Mai1798:Mv2672 and Ml21.
Reinhard/Reinhardt{Carl/Karl Ludwig}: Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records say he left there with
wife and 2 children; the F-C marriage register says he is from Frankfurt and 25 Oct 1766
married Schmunck{A.Eva}, who already had an illegitimate child and is again pregnant
(Mai&Marquardt#1265). KS150 & 156 say he was from either Frankfurt or FraenkischCrumbach and she was from Fraenkisch-Crumbach, they being on their way to a village near
Petersburg.
Reinhard{A.Maria}: 12 yr-old daughter of {Johann & Johannettta) on 8 Aug 1766 when the family
arrived in Russia, the father said to be from Braunfels (Kulberg3555). 14 yr-old daughter of
{Johannes & A.Netta} (T487-491). In 1798 was wife of Fazius{Heinrich} (Mai1798:Sr41).
Reinhardt{Johann}: KS158 says he left from Mettenheim. No further information.
Reinhardt{Margaretha}: married Seckt{Leonhard} in Rosslau 18 June1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1022 &
KS158). KS150 has {Margarth} and KS158 has the wrong year: 1765. Not found in any later
source.
ReinhardFN: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
ReinhardVV (aka Osinovka, Osinowka, Reinhardt, and Reinhart) is a Lutheran German village founded
in 1766 on the eastern side of the Volga River. Its FSL is now published in Pleve, Einwanderung
…, vol.IV, pp. 19-27. According to this, the first settlers were from the following places with the
family names shown here in parens. Verified corrections are in red. The number with the name is
their household number in the FSL:
from Altenau: (frau Reinhardt01);
from Altenburg, Sachsen: -- see Sachsen-Altenburg below;
from Anklam, [Preussisch Vor-]Pommern: (Kraus/Krause31);
from Auerbach, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Mehlhorn6);
from Barg?, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (Wolf10);
from Blankenhain, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Batz12);
from [Anhalt-]Dessau [Principality]: Kauerhoff16a);
form Eding?, Wenenburg?: (Klinger29 and possibly Mertz29a);
from Flor?, Isenburg: (frau Klinger29, and possibly Mertz19a);
from Friburg?, Isenburg: (frau Basner28);
from Goeteborg, Schweden: (Appelberg4);
from Gratma: (frau Dreher8);
from Guestrow, Mecklenburg[-Schwerin Duchy]: (Mehl2);
from Haase?, Kurpfalz: (Schweichert5);
from Hannover [aka Kurbraunschweig]: frau Eberhaus16);
from Hanstedt: (Probst14);
from Hel?, Herzogtum Branzwon?: (Eberhaus/Ebershausen16, and possibly Kauerhoff16a);
from Hornbach, [Pfalz-]Zweibruecken [Duchy]: (Bolgert11);
from Insterburg, Preussen: (Dreher8);
from Kaersing?, Daenemark [Kingdom]: (Nickels9);
from Kiel, Holstein[-Gorttorp Duchy]: (frau Appelberg4, Rolof20, Sansor?27, and possibly
Lauber?20a);
from Leipzig, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Menzel13);
from [Kur-]Mainz: (frau Rolof20);
from Mecklenburg-Schwerin [Duchy]: (Borat?7, Fromm/Frahm15);

from Mimich?, Holstein: (frau Nickels9);
from Muenchen, [Kurbayern]: (frau Melhorn6);
from Neckersberg?, Preussen: (Basner28);
from Nurman?, Dening: (Philippsen22);
from Ostenau?,[Schleswig-Holstein Royal Duchy] Daenemark: (Eckardt33);
from Prenzlau, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (Korn32);
from Radaschhausen?, Schwarzburg: (Bahlausen26);
from Rathenow, [Kur-]Brandenburg: (Liege17);
from Rendsburg, [Schleswig-]Holstein [Royal Duchy]: (Kaspar24);
from Reval, [Estland, Russia]: (Rasch21);
from Sachsen-Altenburg [Duchy]: (Koenig30);
from Stargard, [Farther Pommern, Kur-]Brandenburg:: (Schmidt18);
from Steinitz, Mecklenburg: (Stolz25);
from Stockholm, Schweden: (Efermann?19);
from Strainau?, Schweden: (Engelbrecht3);
from Tondern, [Schleswig-]Holstein [Royal Duchy]: (Hansen23);
from Wianse?, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Reinhardt1);
from Worms, Kurpfalz: (frau Efermann?19, frau Rasch21);
from [Pfalz-]Zweibruecken [Duchy]: (Bolgert10a, frau Wolf10).
ReinhardtVV: an alternate spelling of ReinhardVV.
ReinhartVV: an alternate spelling of ReinhardVV.
ReinheimGL, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate]: said by the Mueller FSL to be homeUC to Heiss and
Buxmann families. There is a Reinheim some 8 miles SE of Darmstadt city. The Buedingen
ML says the place was Reppeshain and Stumpp says it was Rebgeshain
(Mai&Marquardt:651).
Reinheimer{A.Maria}: the widow of {Andreas} fromUC Hhaag, who married Carbon{Joseph} in
Buedingen 3 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#472). KS150 said she was fromUC Herrnhaag near
Buedingen. With her husband and child she arrived in Russia 9 Aug 1766 (Kulberg3814). Not
found in T. By 15 Aug 1767 they had settled at Norka FSL#62, she said to be {Marianna}.
Reinke: go to Reineke.
Reinland-Pfalz/Rheinland-Pfalz/ Rhineland-Palatinate: is one of the 16 states of the Federal Republic
of Germany.
ReinickeFN: see Reinecke.
ReinighofGL, near Rumbach, Pfalz: is some 2 miles NW of Rumbach town, and and proven by the
GCRA to have been one of the homes of the Bender family that went to the Glueckstal and
Kassel colonies.
Reinigke: go to Reinecke.
Reinsach/Reisach{Johannes}: married Kantehuber{Elisabeth Magdalena} in Rosslau 24 June 1765
(Mai&Marquardt:866). KS150 has Reisach and Kautehuber. Not found in Kulberg or in T.
By 14 June 1766 {Johann & Elisabeth} without children had settled at Mariental FSL #54, he
said to be fromUC Kaufbeuren.
ReinschmidFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:669, 672, 402) to be fromUC Pfaeffingen,
Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. However, the GCRA verified this family was not in
Pfaeffingen, and using FHL(1,528,432), proved origin in Bad Liebenzell, Bad Liebenzell
[Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA book for more details.
ReinwaldFN: said by the Reinwald FSL to be fromUC Miesenheim?, Kurpfalz. Possible 1798 family
records are Mai1798:Kr9 and Wr108.
ReinwaldVV (aka Staritsa, Stariza) is a Lutheran German village founded in 1767 on the eastern side of
the Volga River. Its FSL is now published in Pleve, Einwanderung …, vol.IV, pp. 29-46.
According to this, the first settlers were from the following places with the family names shown
here in parens. Verified corrections are in red. The number with the name is their household
number in the FSL:
from Biag?/Blag?, Isenburg: (frau Jung38);
from Braman(?sic for Kleingartach) , Wuerttemberg [Duchy]:: (Holzwarth{Michael}25);

from Buedingen: (frau Hersteinkorn41);
from [Baden-]Durlach [Margraviate]: (frau Billinger{Heinrich}18,
Billinger{MartinGottlieb}18, Gornus1,frau Ruppel{Philipp}15,
Wittmann{Wendell}37, Zittel{Karl}5,{Jakob}16, and perhaps Klinge/Klinger15b and
Staufer16a);
from England: (Hildebrandt42, and perhaps Seidel42a);
from Flinsbach, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Sienfel11);
from Griesburg?, Darmstadt: (Matthiesen13);
from Hanau: (frau Hartmann48);
from Heilbronn [Imperial City]: (Dubs36, Hoffstetter34a, Kober9,
Koerber{HansGeorg}35,Lederer30,frau Nor?/Gorr/Haar/Horn[nee Hofstetter]4);
from Heilbronn, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Laub/Lapp10);
from Kaiserslautern, [Pfalz-Lautern Principality], Kurpfalz: (frau Jorgen43);
from Killingen?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Bittermann24, Henn/Huehn21, Reppuhn40,
Wittmann{HansGeorg12);
from Kleingartach?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (frau Koerber3);
from Kleingartach , Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Holzwarth{Martin}3a, {Michael}25);
from Koenigsberg, Preussen: (Billinger{Heinrich18);
from Lauterbach: (Ruppel{Valentin}45);
from Liebenzell?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Guenter{Georg}7, Legler8);
from Linz: (Hersteinkorn{J.Heinrich}41 and perhaps Kaiser41a);
from Lippen, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Jorgen{Georg}43);
from Mannheim, Kurpfalz: (Koerber{Andreas}3, frau Kraus{Johannes}3, Schwebel29 and
perhaps Holzwarth{Martin}3a);
from [Isenburg-]Meerholz [County]: (Wilhelm51);
from Meisenheim?, [Pfalz-]Zweibruecken [Duchy]: (Steinpreis39);
from Merseburg, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Jung38);
from Merxheim?, [Kur-]Trier?: (Neuwirth/Neufert{Georg}28);
from Miesenheim?, Kurpfalz: (Reinwald23);
from Moelz, Sachsen: (Georg/Gorr/Gar2);
from Mosbach, Kurpfalz: (Dagen/Degen20);
from Mutersbach?: (Heinrich47);
from Naehermemmingen?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (frau Berger17);
from Neuberg, Wuerttemberg [Duchy][sic?]: (Kiefler/Kiebler22, and perhaps
Higenbacher22a);
from Panenau?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Ben31);
from Pfalz-Sulzbach [Duchy]: (frau Guenter [nee Tege]7;
from Rehburg, Hessen-Kassel [Landgraviate]: (Karp/Karpf{Philipp}14);
from Rippel?, Lauterbach: (Diel/Thiel60);
from Rothenburg: (Fischer{Michael}4);
from Schleiz, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Schrog/Schrag44);
from Schleswig-Holstein: (Neuwirth/Neufert/Neufirt/Newart{Johannes}32, and perhaps
Bernager?/Beringer/Buehringer32a);
from Schoenberg, [Kur-]Sachsen: (Nor?/Gorr/Haar/Horn{Gottlieb}34);
from Stein, [Baden-]Durlach [Margraviate]: (Gauger/Gauser/Gauzer26);
from Stolberg: (Kraus{Martin}19);
from Stolberg-Gedern [County]: (Barth46, Gills/Hahn61, Hartmann/Haertmann
{Johannes}48, Hartmann{Peter}55, Landmann{Johannes}49,
Landmann/Lindmann{Christoph}50, Meinhardt/Meinhard57, Mueller
{Christoph}59, Oberheim56, Ruppel{Philipp}15, {G.Friedrich}53, {J.Friedrich}58,
Weber54, Weinberger52, Winkelstern/Winnestehr62, and perhaps
Mueller{J.Philipp}56a and Schulz15a);
from Stolberg, Sachsen: (Kraus{Johannes}33);
from Stuttgart, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Audrit6);

from Tittling?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (Zeitz/Seitz27);
from Weitlingen, Wilburgstetten: (frau Neuwirth/Neufert{Johannes}2);
from Windeck: (Berger{nameless}17 and perhaps Brunner17b and Reimer17a);
from Wuerttemberg [Duchy]: (frau Fischer{Michael}4 and frau Karp{Philipp}14;
not found in any published FSL, but residing in Reinwald in 1798: Dienert{Martin} and
Eurich/Eirich{Kaspar}.
Reip: go to Keib.
ReipelFN: said by the Huck FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Reipoltz-Kirchen Barony: was a small, scattered barony made up 5 small pieces S & SE of Meisenheim,
Pfalz-Zweibruecken Duchy.
Reis/ReissFN: both spellings interfiled next.
Reis/Rang(?)FN{Johannes}: said by the Bauer FSL #53 to be fromUC Wittenberg, Kurpfalz. A
contemporary pastor says Reis and his Knobloch wife {Eva M.}were in Mettenheim,
Wartenberg, where they had a daughter confirmed in 1763 (Mai&Marquardt#1248). KS150
says they were on the way to Spelled Reis and perhaps Rang in 1798 (Mai1798:Br61 and 55??).
ReisFN: listed in the Bergdorf 1816 census (KS:659, 403) without origin.
Reis/Rhein/ReinFN{J.Jacob}: said by the Dietel FSL to be fromUC Meterheim(?), Waltenberg. A
contemporary pastor of the Lutheran Church in Mettenheim, Wartenberg, said that this Rhein
family had two children born and one confirmed in his parish prior to the time they went to
Russia. (Mai&Marquardt#1249 & KS150). Dona Reeves-Marquardt has seen the church
records. She says the usual spelling of the name in Rein. By 1767 Rein{Jacob} was listed as a
settler in the Stumpp supplement to the FSL (Einwanderung vol. 1, p.296), which said he was
from Waltenburg County. For 1798 see Mai1798:Mr10, 6.
Reis{Johann and Conrad}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be orphans in the Reis{Johannes}
household. For 1798 see Mai1798:Nb14.
Reis{Johannes}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be fromUC Queckborn, with Reis{Johann,Conrad}
orphans in the household and the maiden name of frau Reis was given as Reis. For 1784 and
1798 see Mai1798:Mv568 and Er8. Jim Pickelhaupt says he has found this man’s origin.
Reis{Maria}FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be the maiden name of frau Reis{Johannes}.
Reiss/ReisFN: said by the Goebel FSL to be fromUC Seligenstadt, Kurmainz. Later spelled Reis and his
wife was said to be a Wanzel (Mai1798:Gb16).
Reiss/Resch{Adam}FN: said by the Hildmann FSL #4 to be fromUC Aschaffenburg, [Kurmainz].
Spelled Resch in 1798 (Mai1798:Kl34).
Reiss/Reis{Wilhelm} Spelled Reis (Mai1798:Hd29, 34). A Luebeck ML said this Reiser married in 1766
a Hahn woman (Mai&Marquardt#2).
Reiss/ReisFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Buedingen.
Reiss{A.Maria}: fromUC Ronsfeldt married Proescher{Nicolaus} in Buedingen 24 April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#580 & KS149). On 9Aug 1766 this couple arrived in Russia, he said to be
from Fulda (Kulberg3853). Not found in T. By 21 Aug 1767 this Brescher couple had settled at
Koehler FSL #59, he said to be from Fulda. In 1798 he, a widower, was still in Koehler
(Mai1798:Kl81).
Reis{A.Marie}: Ted Gerk proved (using what source?) that this woman married Dieser{J.Peter}. They
settled in Leichting FSL (#27).
ReisFN{Martin}: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be fromUC Bernburg with a Bock step-daughter in the
household.
Reiss/Reis/ReizFN{M.Elisabeth married Peiffer{Johannes}in Luebeck 15 July 1766; another source says
Reisz (Mai&Marquardt#188). KS148 says he was from Schellbach near Fritzlar heading for
Schaffhausen. On 15 Sept 1766 {Johann & Anna} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Hessen
(Kulberg5282). By 3 Aug 1767 {Johannes & Maria} had settled at Phillipsfeld FSL #29, he said
to be fromUC Schellbach, [Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate]. In 1798 the maiden name of frau
Pfeifer was given as Reis (Mai1798:Pp12, 02).
ReisFN{J.Heinrich}: said by the Roethling FSL to be fromUC Bronzell/Bronel, Fulda, Hessen.
Reiss/ReiszFN{G.Michael}: this Reisz man married Harres{Barbara} in Luebeck in1764; they were in
Schilling in 1775 and 1798 (both years Sg51) (Mai&Marquardt#2).

ReisFN{J.Leonard}: said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Neubronn. For 1798 see Mai1798:Sb1.
Reis/Reiss/ReichFN{Wilhelm}: of Reformed faith, leftUC Mannheim arriving at Fridericia, Schleswig
Royal Duchy in January 1761. With wife and 4 children he last reregistered in Denmark in
April 1763 (EEE p.558). By June 1765 they were settled in Shcherbakovka FSL #7 which said
he was fromUC Petershain(?). For 1798 see Mai1798: Sv5 and 26.
Reis{Adam}: KS150 says he left Lorbach near Buedingen heading for Ernestinendorf. No further
information.
Reiz{J.Georg}: with his wife {A.Elis.} and 5 children left Dornholzhausen near Homberg. No further
information.
Reiss{J.Michael}: fromUC Sielenhofen, Hanau married Hertzberger{M.Elis.}in Friedberg 17 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#347). Not found in any later source.
ReisFN: also see Rein, Reiss, Reuss, Reisz and Ries.
Reisach: go to Reinsach.
ReisbichFN: said by the Walter FSL to be fromUC Kaigareltz, Isenburg County. The Walter Research
Group has identified this as a Reiswig family.
Reisch/ReuschFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Ressel.
ReischFN{J.Friedrich}: by 7 June 1767 he, wife {Klara} and 4 children had settled at Orlovskaya FSL #2,
he said to be fromUC Koethen (no locality mentioned); the Deringer orphan {Johann} was living
with them (FSL 2a) . Frau Reisch’s maiden name was given as Klein in 1798 (Mai1798:Or66).
ReischFN{Johannes}: By 3 Aug 1767 with wife {Christina} he had settled at Paulskaya FSL #155, he said
to be fromUC Freienried.
FN
Reisch {Adam}: not found in Kulberg or in T. By 21 Aug 1767 with his wife, Kummel{Barbara}, he
had settled at Koehler FSL #55, he said to be fromUC Gemuenden-am-Main, and his frau’s
maiden name was given as Kuemmel (no origin given). In 1798 he and {M.Barbara} were still
in Koehler (Mai1798:Kl46).
Reisch?FN Reindorf/Reindorff/Renndorf FN{Johannes}: on 19 Sept 1766 {Johann} and wife
{Margaretha} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Wuerzburg (Kulberg6578). Later in 1766
Reindorff, wife {Margretha} and infant son in Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga, on
which trip the son died (T7406-7408). By 24 July 1767 {Johannes} had died and his widow had
settled at Roethling FSL 24 (i.e. se24), said to be from Kurmainz. KS150 says she was either
from Esselbach, Kurmainz, Unterfranken or fromUC Hesselbach, Erbach, Hessen.
ReischburgGL, Austria: Frank Jacobs says Prof. Pleve says a [unnamed] FSL says this unidentified place
was homeUC to a Witman/Wittman family.
ReischenbergFN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Bonn with a Benedikt step-daughter in the
household. I could find neither this Reischenberg nor this Benedikt in the 1798 Volga censuses.
ReischerFN: said by the Kano FSL to be fromUC Altkirchen.
ReischerFN: see Reuscher.
ReischweilerGL: see Rechweiler-bei-Zweibruecken.
Reisegerste/ReifegersteFN{Christoph}: Anhalt-Dessau archives say he was a guardsman from Retzau
who married a Hartmann woman, and left for Russia with her and an infant
(Mai&Marquardt#1137). KS150 says he left from Solnitz. On 4 July 1766 he and wife
{Dorothea} arrived in Russia, he said to be from Dessau (Kulberg105). Said by the Boaro FSL
#7 to be fromUC Golniss, Dessau. Spelled Reifegerste in 1788, 1792, and 1798 (Mai1798:
Mv321, Mv326, Bt9, 44, 49).
ReisenbachFN: according to the Goebel FSL this was the maiden name of Muetzig (fromUC Reidenheim,
Worms)’s wife.
Reiser(?)/ReisterFN{Johannes}: Lutheran fromUC Wuerttemberg arrived at Schleswig city, Schleswig
Royal Duchy in July 1761. In June he, his wife {Barbara} and 2 children were granted
permission to leave Denmark (EEE p.558-559). By April 1765 they had settled in Dobrinka
FSL #44 which said he was fromUC Kobeln(?), Wittenberg.
FN
Reister :see Reiser.
ReiserFN: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:669, 403) to be from Entringen, Tuebingen [Amt],
Wuerttemberg. The GRCA using FHL(1,475,173) has proven that no Reiser family (there were
Kaiser families there) family came from Entringen. See the GCRA book for more details.

Reiser{J.Gottfried}: using FHL#1,055,798, the GCRA proved his origin in Feuerbach, Stuttgardt
[Amt], Wuerttemberg. They found that several members of this family had lived in various
places in Poland/South Prussia before coming to Hoffnungstahl, Kassel, and Neudorf, and
later also going to places in Bessarabia and Volyhynia. See the GCRA book for much detail.
Reiser/Roemer{Philipp}: The GCRA found that this man came to Kassel from Grigoriopol, Odessa
(which like Kassel was in the Glueckstal Gebeit), but, although it may have found where a
woman who may have been his mother was born, it could not prove the origin of his parents. See
their book for more. At one point the GCRA found him listed as Roemer{Philipp}.
ReiserFN: also see Reiss.
Reiseweken(?)GL: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Richter
family.
ReisigFN: also see Reising{Peter} and Reissig{Jakob}.
Reising{Peter}FN: said by the Goebel FSL to be fromUC Hirschthal(?), Mainz. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Gb12 and Se36. Spelled Reisig in 1788 (Mai1798:Mv691).
ReiskirchGL: see Renskirch.
Reiskirchen?GL: probably is 6.5 miles ENE of Giessen city, and said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be
homeUC to a: Koehler family. Kuhlberg said this was in Darmstadt.
FN
Reisner : said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Homburg.
ReissFN: all interfiled with Reis.
Reissig{Jakob}FN: listed in the 1798 Shcherbakovka census (Mai1798:Sv45) but found in no FSL. For
likely offspring see Mai1798:Sv36,55 and Mv2780 and possibly Ho6.. Spelled Reisig in 1788
(Mai1798:Mv691).
ReiswichelFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Spelled Reuspich
in 1775. Later spelled Reswig (Mai1798:Nr206).
ReiswigFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
ReiswigFN: said by the Kratzke FSL to be fromUC Kaiserslautern, Kurpfalz.
ReiswigFN{Margaretha}: this widow and children were said by the Norka FSL #75 to be fromUC Isenburg
(no locality mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr206, 108 and 91.
Reiswig{Katharina/Catharina}: married Hoesler{J.Hinrich} } in Luebeck 4 June1766
(Mai&Marquardt#1191 & KS135). On 9 Aug 1766 {Heinrich & Katharina} without children
arrived in Russia, he said to be from Isenburg. Not found in T. By 15 Aug 1767 {Heinrich &
Catharina} had settled at Norka FSL #72, he said to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Spelled Hessler (Bd58) as well as Kessler and Keller with the wife’s maiden name given as
Reiswig (Nr10) in 1798. Also in the Norka
1775 census at #10
(Mai&Marquardt#1191).
ReiswigFN: also see Reisbich and Reuswig.
ReiszFN: see Reis and Reiss.
Reiszner/Reisner/Rissner{Paul/Paulus}: married Best{Christina Margaretha} in Luebeck on 12 June
1766, he said to be fromUC Hungary (Mai&Marquardt#79). Later he and {Catharina} took
transport from Oranienbaum to the Volga (T3971-3972). I did not find them in KS or in any
published FSL. However, for 1798 see Mai1798:Bt24 where he is listed with a new wife.
ReitFN: early settlers of Zuerich said to be fromUC Blankenbach (Lk21). For 1784 and 1798 see
Mai1798:Mv3084 and Or29.
ReitGL, [Kur-]Bayern: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Spitzwieser
family. There are at least 6 Reits and many Reiths in Bavaria.
ReitGL, Braunfels: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Mihl family.
Reitenken(?)GL, Worms: an unidentified place said by the Goebel FSL to be homeUC to a Hecht family.
Reiter/ReuterFN{Andreas}: the 1766 Kulberg6446 says this Reuter man was from Herschfeld with wife
{Maria}. The 1767 Frank FSL #115 says this Reiter man was from Hirschfeld, Freie
Adelprovinz der alten Ritter, with wife {A.Maria} Doris Evans says that Anneliese
Micheiwski commissioned by the Frank Research Fund found that he was born 1736 in Gersfeld,
the son of a {J.Michael} from Hildburghausen and his wife Wiebrecht{Catharina} of Gersfeld
and the daughter of {J.Adam} and his wife Fischer{Barbara}. She prioved the Fischer lineage
extended back to [Lukas} born in November 1622 and his wife Schubert{Catharina}.

ReiterFN: see also Reider, Reuter and Reutter.
Reitermann{A.Maria}: Gerhard Lang proved she married Fuchs(J.Valentin} in Denmark in 1760
before they settled in Anton FSL (#38).
Reitling: an unidentified place said by the Schaefer FSL to be homeUC to the Weinmann family. Could
this be Reutlingen?
ReitzFN: said by the Bangert FSL to be from Hasselborn, Nassau-Usingen. For 1798 see Mai1798:Bg
19, 26, and Sg24. Paul Koehler reports that this was a family of shepherds who about every two
years had traveled from one village to another in the Nassau-Usingen area – Hasselborn was
where the emigrant was born.
Reitz{A.Margaretha}: a Friedberg ML says this woman fromUC Hasselborn married in 1766 a
Schneider{Christian} (Mai&Marquardt#330). On 4 July 1766 they arrived with a young son in
Russia (Kulberg#2064). Later in 1766 this couple without child took transport in Oranienbaum
for the Volga (T2785-2786). By 12 July 1767 they with new born son had settled at Straub FSL
#39, not Boregard.
ReitzFN: said by the Kukkus FSL to be fromUC Alsbach, Kurpfalz.
Reitz{A.Margaretha}: fromUC Zeilard near Darmstadt married in Friedberg 22 April 1766
Creutzer{Henrich} (Mai&Marquardt#329). Nor later source found for them.
Reitz{Susanna M.}: see Grauls.
ReitzFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to
1767; see Flegel trip.
Reitz: see also Beitz.
ReizensteinFN: not found in an FSL [check Rt] but was in the 1775 Grimm census #76. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Gm147.
Reker{K.Elisabeth}FN: said to be fromUC Straub in the 1798 census (Mai1798:Bg4) but I did not find the
family name in any FSL. She might have been a Reger or Regier?
Rekgoberteng?GL, Frankreich: an unidentified place said by the Koehler FSL to be homeUC to a Kilian
family, and possibly to an Pichel family.
Rekowski/RekowskyFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Kopenhagen, Daenemark; another said
by the same FSL to be fromUC Poznan/Posen, Polen.
RekowskyFN, see Rekowski.
Relinbach?GL, Lothringen: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Masson
family.
RelkeFN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be fromUC Liewart(?), Sachsen.
Rellings{Magdalena E.}: a widow who married Duve{Hinrich} in Luebeck 8 July 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#216). Not found in KS or any later scource.
Remagen(?)GL, Friedberg[sic]: is some 12 miles SE of Bonn, and said by the Kraft FSL to be homeUC to
a Karg family. From 1248-1794 Remagen was part of the Juelich duchy, and not part of any
Friedberg.
RemboldFN: said by KS:403 to be from Neipperg, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg and spent some time
in Glueckstal. But the GCRA proved origin in Lauffen-am-Neckar, Heilbronn [Amt],
Wuerttemberg; see their book for detail.
Remeling?, Luxembourg: an unidentified place said by the Hoelzel FSL to be homeUC to a
Bernard/Bergem family. Therewas a Remeling, Lothringen, 21 miles SE of Luxembourg city.
RemezinFN: see Ruebesam.
RemichGL, Luxembourg: is some 12 miles SW of Luxembourg city and said by the Preuss FSL to be
home to Manus, Nesel, Renoard?, Scharf, Schroepfer, and Wagner families.
RemiencourtGL: just E of Dommartin, Picardie, Frankreich.
Remier/Ramin{Matthias}: KS:82, 149 & 150 say this man fromUC Siebersdorf(spelling?) in 1764 was
sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of
Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
Remin{Jacob}: married Rust{Christiana} in Luebeck 15 July 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#118 & KS150).
Not found in any later source.
RemischFN: said by the Hildman FSL to be fromUC Helmstedt, Braunschweig. For 1798 see
Mai1798:87, but also spelled Romme (Kl33, 34) and Romig (Mv847 in 1791).

RemlerFN: said by the Bauer FSL to be a single man fromUC Reval, Estland and said to be working in
Stimm [where is that?]. Spelled Remmler in 1798 (Mai1798:Zr33).
RemmickFN: see Roemmich.
Remmick: www.remmick.org/Remmick.German.Facts/PageH.html. Note that the letter following “Page”
in the url should be replaced by the first letter of the word you are looking up.
RemmickRN, Judy: has the results of much original research on the web:
http://www.remmick.org/Palatinate/.
RemmingsheimGL, Rothenberg [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 3 miles WSW of Rottenberg town, and
was proven by the GCRA to be home to the Kaz woman who married Kussmaul in South
Prussia and came with him to Bergdorf.
Remmler{Jakob}: he moved from Luzern to Zuerich in 1791; he has been found in no FSL and may have
been among the Luzern first settlers (Mai1798:Mv1622 and Zr33).
Remmler{Louisa}: daughter of {Michael} and listed as the wife of the Schoenthaler son as he left
Luzern (Mai1798:Mv1612, Sn15).
RemmlerFN: said by the 1798 Schaefer census to be the maiden name for frau Herrmann
(Mai1798:Sf26).
RemmlerFN: see also Remler.
RemmlerVV: another name for LuzernVV.
RempeFN{Philip Conrad}: and his Thiel wife {A.Elisabeth} were parents of {G.Justus} who was batized
in Luebeck 7 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1299). Later in 1766 {Conrad & Elisabeth} with 4
children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga (T4338-4343). On 12 Sept 1766 {Philipp
& Anna} with 5 children ages .5-15 arrived in Russia (Kulberg4544). By 3 Aug 1767 this Remp
couple with 3 children had settled at Orlovskaya #69, he said to be fromUC Holzhausen. In 1798
the widow was still living in Orlovskaya (Mai1798:Or07). In 1798 her maiden family name was
spelled Lipps (Mai1798:Or7).
RempelFN: said by the Rosenort FSL to be fromUC Ellerwald, Elbing.
RempertFN: listed by both the 1816 Kassel census (#69) and KS:403 without origin. See the GCRA book
for more.
Remsar{J.Franziscus/Franziscus}: said by said by Kulberg83 to be a single Catholic fromUC Braband.
Not in T. The Katharinenstadt FSL (#223) said he was fromUC Braband, Frankreich.
Remsfeld, [Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate]: is some 13 miles NW of Bad Hersfeld. Woelkershain
apparently was nearby but I do not find it so far on any map.
RemusFN: said by the Graf FSL to be fromUC Bergzabern, Zweibruecken.
RemusFN: his wife is said by the Graf FSL to be fromUC Aschaffenburg.
Ren?GL, [Kur-]Hannover: an unidentified place said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Kind
family.
Rena: KS150 says he leftSachsen to go to Bauer. See Rener.
Renar?FN: see Rener.
Renberun?GS: an unidentified country. See Schulzendorf.
Renck{M.Elisabeth}: fromUC Schierstein married Krenchel{Andreas} 5 April 1766 in Friedberg
(Mai&Marquardt#303). Not found in any later source.
RendelGL, [Friedberg Imperial City]: is some 8.5 miles SSE of Friedberg city and 5 km NE of Bad
Vibel, then within the lands of Frankfurt Imperial city. Stumpp says Rendel is near Friedberg,
Hessen (Mai&Marquardt#685). Said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to a Bingemer
woman who married a Klein man; the couple later moved to Frank. John Groh has received
proof that an ancestor in his Groh line was born here in 1685. And said to be homeUC to
Schaeffer/Scheffer{A.Maria} who married Geist{J.Georg Gottlieb} 20 May 1766 in Buedingen
(Mai&Marquardt#658).
RendenreichFN : go to Heidenreich.
Rendsburg GL, [Schleswig-]Holstein [Royal Duchy]: is some 18 miles W of Kiel, and said by the
Holstein FSL to be homeUC to a Voegler/Vogler family. Said by the Reinhard FSL to be
homeUC to the Kaspar family. EEE p. 653 said Ziegler{J.Georg} died here prior to Dec 1762.
Rener/Rena/RenzFN{J.Georg}: not found in Kulberg. By 2l Sept 1767 Rener and wife {A.Dorothea}
with Schlege{Johannes}, a step-son, had settled at Bauer FSL #55 & 55a, Rener said to be

fromUC Gross-Ellingen(?), Sachsen. In 1798 spelled Renz and the wife’s maiden name was
given as Jeders (Mai1798:Br24).
Rengshausen(?), Kurmainz: said by the Goebel FSL to be homeUC to a Barberich family. The only
Rengshausen I can find is in Hessen in what would have been Hessen-Kassel, some 21 miles NW
of Alsfeld and some 21 miles SSE of Kassel city.
ReningenGL: Said by the Leichtling FSL to be homeUC to a Gettikh/Hettig? family. This may have been
Renningen, Baden-Wuerttemberg some 12 miles WSW of Stuttgart.
RenkFN: said by KS:403 to have come from Preussen to Kassel, but the GCRA found no record of him in
Kassel or any other Glueckstal Gebeit colony.
RenkeFN: see Renue.
Renndorf FN: go to Reindorf.
Rennefeld FN: see Rahnefeld.
Renneln: go to Rendel.
RennerFN: said by the Messer 1798 census to be the maiden name of one of the frau Manweiler
(Mai1798:Ms56),
RennerodGL: is some 15 miles N of Limburg-an-der-Lahn. Stumpp said it was in the Westerwald
(Mai&Marquardt#553).
RennesGL, Frankreich: is some 192 miles WSW of Paris center, and said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to
be homeUC to a Crety family.
RenningenGL: see Reningen.
Renoard?FN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Remich, Luxembo.
Rensch: KS150 says he went to Orlovskoje. This may be Reisch??
Rensefeld(?)GL: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Brill family. This is probably 3 miles
NE of Luebeck city center.
RenserFN: said by the Hildman FSL to be fromUC Gelnhausen [Imperial City]. Spelled Reser in 1798
(Mai1798:Hn1).
Renskirch(?)GL: an unidentified place said by the Boaro FSL to be homeUC to a Funk? family. A
Luebeck ML says they were fromUC Darmstadt (Mai&Marquardt#287). This might be
Reiskirch that was in Hessen-Darmstadt and is some 6 miles NE of Giessen.
RenteFN: see Renz.
RenueFN: said by the Schoenchen FSL to be fromUC Seseneweks. Spelled Renke in 1774
(Mai1798:Mv2594).
RenzFN: said by the1798 Neidermonjou census to be the maiden name of frau Wenzel.
Renz FN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be step-children in the Nebe household. Spelled Rente in
1798 (Mai1798:Rm13).
RenzRN, Curt: AHSGR Gueldendorf village coordinator who researched and verified the German origin
of 81 families that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa.
ReonFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Bagnols, Frankreich. I could not find this family in the
1798 Volga censuses.
Repgeshayn/RebgeshainGL: is some 16 miles SW from Schlitz city, and was in Reidesel Barony. See
Schlitz.
RepinFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Schneidemuehl/Schmeidmuhl.
Repp/RuppFN{Conrad/J.Conrad}: the Buedingen ML says this Repp man married
Wallefelsch{A.Marg.}11 March 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#414). KS150 says he was from
Michelbach near Nidda. On 4 July 1766 this couple arrived in Russia, he said to be from
Darmstadt. By 4 July 1767 he and wife {A.Margaretha}, with an infant daughter had settled at
Dobrinka FSL #75, Rupp said to be from Seilzias(?), Darmstadt [Landgraviate]. Later spelled
Repp and his wife’s maiden name: Wallenflesh (Mai1798:Db41, 75).
ReppFN{Jacob}: from Hayngruendau [Isenburg-Meerholz] married Hirchenhain {Elisabeth} in
Buedingen 11 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#516 & KS135 & 150). On 8 Aug 1766 he and
wife {Maria} with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality
mentioned; country not identified) (Kuhlberg3201). Not found in T. By 1 July 1767 he and wife
{M.Elisabeth} had settled at Huck FSL #10, he said to be from Isenburg. In 1798 this couple
was still living in Huck, her maiden name being spelled Hirchenhein (Mai1798:Hk67).

ReppFN: {J.Georg}: not found in Kulberg or in T. By 16 Sept 1767 he, wife {A.Dorothea} and an infant
daiughter had settled at Jagodnaja Poljana FSL #7, he said to be fromUC Schotten, [Hessen]Darmstadt], and KS151). In 1792 a daughter went from Jagodnaja Poljana to Bobochanaya
(Mai1798:Mv3040). In 1798 {Georg}, now a widower, still lived in Jagodnaja Poljana
(Mai1798:Yp22).
Repp/Reb/ReebFN: Frank Jacobs has DNA studies which show that the family of this name that moved
after its founding into Kamenka is descended from the same distant male ancestor which both the
current Reeb/Reb families of the Alsace Lorraine and the Jacob man listed in the Pfeifer FSL
(#106) have in common.
ReppFN: the 1798 Norka census gives this as the maiden name of Blum’s wife (Mai1798:Nr197).
ReppFN: this widow and children were said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality
mentioned). For 1798 see Mai1798:Nr197.
ReppFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to
1767; see Flegel trip.
Reppenau, Barony of Baron von Gemmingen, Kraichen canton, Swabian Knights’ Circle: is 8 miles
NW of Heilbronn city. EEE p.614 said this might be the origin of Steinbrenner{David} who
settled first in Denmark and then in Rosenheim FSL #38.
ReppeshainGL: the Buedingen ML said this was homeUC to Wirth{A.Elisabetha} who married
Guenther{J.Heinrich}.
Reppershayn/Reppeshain/Rebgeshain, Riedesel Barony: said to be homeUC to
Eifert/Eifer/Seyfert{A.Eliesabetha/A.Elis.} who married Usener{Johannes} in 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#668). KS126 and 161 say this place is near Lauterbach. It is highly likely
that this is sthe same place as the following 3 entries.
Reppeshain/RebgeshainGL, Ulrichstein: the Buedingen ML says this was homeUC to an Eberlein man
who in 1766 married a Stein woman; by 1767 this couple was in Walter; Stumpp says he was
fromUC Rebgeshain near Lauterbach, Hessen (Mai&Marquardt#637).
Reppeshein: this may have been either Roppershain, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate 12 km SE of Fritzlar
town. KS134 says it was Rebgeshain, Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate 32 km W of Fulda city
and gives her family name as Herl. Said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to
Heberlin{Catharina E.} who married Bartholomaeus{Nikolaus} in 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#694). It is highly likely that this is the same place as the previous 3 entries.
ReppeshainGL: also see Reinheim.
ReppuhnFN: said by the Reinwald FSL to be fromUC Killingen?, Wuerttemberg [Duchy]. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Rw37.
Reptin?FN {Johannes}: said by the Huck FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Not in
Kuhlberg.
Rergard?FN: said by the Schuck FSL to be fromUC Bernkastel, [Kur-]Trier. Spelled Gerhard in 1798
(Mai1798:Fz23, probably Hk79 and Pf27, and possibly Wr74?)
RerigsFN: see Roehrich.
RerongeFN: said by the Franzosen FSL to be fromUC Copelme?, Frankreich. I could not find this family
in the 1798 Volga censuses.
ResanovkaVV: a variation of the Russian name for NaebVV.
Resch{A.Margaretha}FN: this widow and 4 children arrived at Hildmann FSL #22, said to be fromUC
Salmuenster, [Fulda Bishopric]. For 1798 see Mai1798:Hd25, 26, & 29).
Resch{Katharina}FN: the Hildmann FSL #18 says she was the wife of Herr Keib.
ReschFN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Firnsberg, Wuerzburg.
ReschFN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Montabeier(?), Kur Trier.
ReschFN: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be fromUC Amganran?, Sinkau Barony. I could not identify any
of this family in Mai1798.
ReschFN: also see Reiss and Resh.
RescherFN: said by the 1798 Dobrinka census to be the maiden name of Weber (Mai1798:Gb57).
ReserFN: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be fromUC Wuerzburg no locality indicated. Later may have been
spelled Retter (Mai1798:Pf38).
Reser/RoesserFN said by the Seewald FSL to be fromUC Lorch, Mainz.

ReserFN: also see Renser.
Resfenberg?GL: an unidentified place said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be homeUC to a Waldschmidt
family. Kuhlberg said this was in Bassenheim. See Reifenberg, Bassenheim.
Resh{Eva}: her maiden name unknown, this former frau Meyer/Mirin, now the wife of Resh{Wendel}
was said by to be fromUC Stuttgart, Wuerttemberg Duchy; the same is probably true of her
daughter Meyer{Elisabeth} now a step-daughter of Resh{Wendel} in Stahl-am-Karaman FSL
(#2a)..
ReshFN{Wendel}: said by the Stahl-am-Karaman FSL (#2) to be fromUC Karlsruhe in Baden-Tuchan.
ReslerFN: see Roehller.
ResselGL: an unidentified place said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Siegel
family.Reisch/Reusch
RessendorfFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Laoschburg(?),[Kur-]Bayern.
ResserFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Schoenberg.
ResslerFN: see Roesler.
ReswigFN: see Reiswichel.
RetFN: see Reth.
RetenmeierFN: said by the Brabander FSL to be fromUC Oberunstadt?, [Kur-]Bayern. Pleve thought
this might be Roetenmeier. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Retes(?)GL, Braunfels: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Ruehl family.
This might be Roethges, [Solms-Braunfels Principality].
Retger?FN{Adolpf/Rudolf}: Listed in the 1755-56 T7453. Said by the Anton FSL #4 to be fromUC
Utzberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. Utzberg actually is Otzberg (Geig1), with wife {A.Regina}. In
1798 it was spelled Roettger (Mai1798:An49, 51 and Kt55). Volz says this family has Hessen
origins.
Retger?FN{Johannes}: Listed in the 1755-56 T7450. Said by the Anton FSL #49 to be fromUC Utzberg
Oberamt, Kurpfalz. Utzberg actually is Otzberg (Geig1). In 1798 it was spelled Roettger
(Mai1798:An49, 51 and Kt55).
Retger GL: see Roethges.
RetgerFN: see Roediger.
Reth/RetFN{Hans Michael}: of Reformed faith, fromUC Siedelsbrunn, Lindenfels Amt, Kurfalz arriving
at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1760 (EEE p.560). By Sept 1764 he and his
family had settled in Anton FSL #7 which said he was fromUC Lindenfels Oberamt, Kurpfalz.
In 1798 spelled Ret? and the wife’s maiden name was given as Kraemer (Mai1798:An55 and
62).
Retich & Rettich are interfiled here:
Retich/Rettich/Rettig/Redich/Reddig{J.Jacob}: Corina Hirt using LDS films #1195091, #1195092 and
#1340355 found that he was the son of {J.Dieterich} and his Metzger wife {Catharina E.} born
19 Sept 1731 & baptized 21 Sep 1731 in Gronau in the Odenwald; on 27 Mar 1766 he married
Rittig{A.Elisabeth} daughter of {J.Georg} and his Schmidt wife {A.Elisabeth} who was born 12
May 1745 in Rimbach. Not found in Kulberg or in T. Prior to 17 Aug 1767 he, wife {Elisabeth}
and an infant daughter had temporariy settled at Paulskaja FSL #108. Corina Hirt suggests that they
moved to Kind in 1768. In 1780 this Reddig couple with a son moved to Schaffhausen
(Mai1798:Mv1286). In 1798 he was still there but with a new younger Reckling wife {Anna}
(Mai1798:Sh09).

RettichFN: this stepson was said by the Boaro FSL to be living in a Bilzack family that was fromUC
Lausitz, and frau Bilzack’s maiden name was givem as Rettich. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
Retich?FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Erbach (no locality mentioned). I could not find this
family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
RetterFN: see Reser.
Rettich: go to Retich.
Rettig: go to Retich.
RettmannFN: see Redmann.
RetzFN{Christopher}: in 1767 said by the Kano FSL 34a to be a step-son in the Klehmann household. In
1798 said to be the maiden family (sic for married widowed) name of frau Kleman

(Mai1798:Kn20,25). According to a Rosslau ML a Retz woman married a Klemann man in
1766; by 1767 the couple was in Kano (Mai&Marquardt#897).
Retz{Gottlieb}: married Graff{M.Christiana/M.Christian} in Rosslau 9April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#832). KS150 has the wrong year: 1765. On 4 July 1766 {Gottlieb & Maria}
with no children arrived in Russia, he said to be fromUC Dessau (Kulberg1325). Later in 1766
{Gottlieb & Christiana} with no children took transport in Oranienbaum for the Volga, on which
trip he died (T5481-5482). The widow not identified in any published FSL.
RetzGL: also see Reez(?).
RetzauGL, Anhalt-Dessau: is some 8 miles SE of Dessau city, and said to be home to a Reifegerste man
who went to Boaro (Mai&Marquardt#1137).
RetzelFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Wuerzburg (no locality mentioned).
Retzel{Martin}: KS:82 and 150 say this Catholic party of 5 fromUC Oberfalzen (must be Oberpfalz) in
1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported under the
command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
RetzerFN: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:672, 674, 404) with no origin. The GCRA found
some evidence that the Retzers were fromUC Tscherwenka, Batschka, Hungary. See the GCRA
book for more details.
RetzerFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Regensburg.
Retzau, [Anhalt-]Dessau [Principality]: is 12 km SSE of Dessau city and was said by the Urbach FSL to
be home to a Kermigk family; confirmed birth in Retzau in Anhalt-Dessau records
(Mai&Marquardt#1099).
RetzlerFN: see Ritzler.
ReuberFN: said by the Kolb FSL to be fromUC Langensalza, Sachsen.
ReudenGL: an unidentified place said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Fendrich? family. There
were at least 4 Reudens in the Germanies.
ReuelFN: see Reil.
ReuningFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many years prior to 1767;
see Flegel trip.
ReuschFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to
1767; see Flegel trip.
ReuschFN: also see Reisch.
ReuscherFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Hessen (no locality mentioned). In 1798 spelled both
Reischer (Mai1798:Nr116 and 138) and Reuscher (Nr16,160 and Ms5). Sue Foster found that
this couple had left Jossa for Russia. The archival reference is in Auerbach, Inge entry.
ReuspichFN: see Reiswichel.
Reuss/ReissFN: said by the Balzer FSL to be fromUC Isenburg and said by KS:158 to be fromUC Lorbach,
[Isenburg-]Buedingen [County]. Bonner found that when in 1761 as a Reiss he married his
Schad wife in Vonhausen the marriage record also said he was fromUC Lorbach. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Bz70.
Reuss{A.Maria}: KS150 and 125 say she married Dietz{Peter}. On 11 March 1766 she married
Dies{Peter} in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#416 and KS150). I did not find them in any FSL
or in Mai1798.
Reuss{Kunigunde/Cunigunde}: married Schultze{Samuel} in Rosslau 27 May 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#991). On 12 Sept 1766 with her Schulz husband she arrived in Russia, he
said to be from Sachsen (Kulberg5785). KS150 has {Kunigunde}. Both KS150 1nd 157 have
the wrong year: 1765. Later in 1766 Schulz, wife {Cunigunde}, and one grown son in
Oranienbaum took transport for the Volga (T6521-6523). Not found in any published FSL.
Reuss{Valentin}: KS150 says he left Thaiden nesr Fulba with wife and 7 children.
Reuss County or EarldomGS: actually there were several Reuss Counties, whose lands mostly lay in
present-day Thueringen, which then incorporated among other places Burg, Doelau, Saalburg,
Schleiz, Koestritz, Lonbenstein, Ebersdorf, Gera and Greiz (per Remmick).
Reuss-Gera County GS: was a small county whose lands lay on both sides of the Elster River in an
irregular circle around Gera city. It lay between and split the two main portions of Altenburg
Duchy.

Reuss-Schleiz CountyGS: in the 1760’s was a modest crescent-shaped County extending from Saalburg
NE to Greiz.
ReustenGL, Herrenberg parish, Wuerttemberg: is some 3 miles SE of Herrenberg, BadenWuerttemberg, and was home to a Schlichter family that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa.
ReuswigFN{Conrad}: according to their 1773 passport taken by the Russian officials in early April they
were from Neuenhasslau, Isenburg-Meerholz County (File: sheet 34). By the end of May 1773
a Register said he was from Hailer – this is an example of how easily and quickly Registers could
Aug 1767was from Hailer, but the Reuswigs were not. Evidently the family settled in Stephan
where they were in 1798 (Mai1798:Sp14(where the wife’s maiden name is given as Reuter), 9
and 36). The family name was spelled Reiswig by the end of May 1773.
ReutFN: said by the Koehler FSL to be fromUC Fulda (no locality given). The family name was spelled
Reid in 1798 (Mai1798:Kl76).
Reuter/Reiter/Richter/ReicherFN{Georg}: of Reformed faith, fromUC Bruchhausen, Heidelberg
Oberamt, Kurpfalz arriving at Viborg, Juetland Royal Province in Oct 1759. With his wife
{A.Barbara} he last registered in Denmark in April 1763 (EEE p.560). By July 1765 they had
settled in Anton FSL #29 which said he was fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. For 1798
see Mai1798:An46).
Reuter/ReutterFN{Peter}: listed in the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:666, 405) without origin. The GCRA
believes this family was from Glatz, Preussisch Schlesien; see their book for detail. Also
spelled Reuther.
Reuter/ReiterFN{J.Christoph}: Corine Hirt using LDS Film #493005 found that he was born 10 Feb 1740
and married Illgas{M.Salome} who was born to {J.Nicolaus} and {M.Elisabeth} , born 30 Jan
and baptized 4 Feb 1740 in Gemuenden; this couple had two children born and baptized there
too in 1760 and 1763. {Christoph, wife {Maria}, their three children and his borther arrived in
Russia 13 Sept 1766 (Kulberg5907). Later in 1766 {Chrisoph & Maria} and two children took
transport for the Volga, but one child died en route (T6416-6418). By 21 Aug 1767 (Christoph &
Selma} and one son had settled at. Kautz FSL #21, he said he said to be fromUC
Gemuend/Gmuend(?), Kurpfalz. In 1798 the family was still in Kautz, the wife’s name given
as Sahlmann (Maria} (Mai1798:Kz05).
Reuter/Reiter{J.Christian}: Connie Hirt using the same film found that he had been baptized in
Gemuenden 30 Mar 1742, was brother to {J.Christoph} and came to Russia with him in 1766.
Later in 1766 he, still single, took transport for the Volga (T6420). By 21 Aug 1767 {Christian},
wife {Dorothea Margaretha} and an 8-yr old step-son had settled at Kautz FSL #21, same origin
as {Chrisoph}. By 1798 {Christian}, wife Ordner{A.Elisabeth} from Dietel, and 4 children were
still in Kautz (Mai1798:Kz10)
Reuter{Johann}: see Ritter{Johannes} of Luzern.
ReuterFN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned).
Reuter FN{F.Wilhelm}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC [Anhalt]Koethen [Principality]. I could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.
ReuterFN{Gottfried}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Nieder Weisel.
Reuter{Jacob, Johannes, Friedrich}FN: listed by the the 1816 Neudorf census (#25) without origin, but by
both census (#3) and KS:405 as being fromUC Bittenfeld, Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg.
Also spelled Reuther and Reiter. Using FHL#1,457,536, 778,441, and 777,206, the GCRA
proved Billingheim, Landau [Amt], Rheinpfalz to be the birthplace of the original settler. Then
using FHL#193,930 they proved the family next moved to Niederhorbach, Bergzabern [Amt],
Rheinpfalz. And finally, using FHL film #777,209 they proved the family then moved to
Oberseebach, Weissenburg [Amt], Elsass before heading for Russia. See their book for much
more.
ReuterFN: said by the Norka FSL to be a single man in a Kleer household. Fof 1798 see Mai1798:Fk65
and Nr162.
ReuterFN: said by the1798 Stephan census to be the maiden name of frau Reiswig.
ReuterFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Reuth, Bamberg [Bishopric]: is 15 miles SE of Bamberg city, and was said by the Leitsinger FSL to be
homeUC to Merlein?/Mehrlein and Schuster{Adam} families. Said by the Seelmann FSL to be

homeUC to Kreis and Scherr families.
Reuther : the Buedingen ML says an adopted daughter {A.Maria} of this family fromUC Lieblos married
15 April 1766 Wagner{Philipp}; by 1767 the couple was in Kutter (Mai&Marquardt#534).
ReutherFN: also see Reuter and Reutter.
ReutlingenGL [Imperial City]: was an independent country in the 1760’s and is some 20 miles S of
Stuttgart, Baden-Wuertemberg in the Swabian area of Germany. Said by the Jost FSL to be
homeUC to a Stempfner family. Said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Bemler family and
to Mueller{Margaretha}.
ReutlingenGL, Reutlingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: proven by GCRA to be home to the Eberhard,
Engelson/Engel, Fischer, Goebel, Holloch, Keim, Kengott, Meier{Jakob, Christian, Georg},
Reicherter, Vogel, and Werwag families that went to Glueckstal, and to the
Holloch/Hohloch{Konrad} family that settled in Neudorf. See the GCRA book for more
details.
Reutlingen [Amt] GL, Wuerttemberg: It later was a District administrative center in the Kingdom of
Wuerttemberg.
Reuthlingen, Schwaben[sic?]: said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Krenzinger family. I did not
find a Reuthlingen in Hapsburgian lands, so my guess is that Schwaben is used here to indicate a
geographical region and not a country; this surely was the Imperial City.
Reutter{J.Georg}FN: said by KS:405 to have come from Hertmannsweiller, Waiblingen [Amt],
Wuerttemberg. Also spelled Reuther. The GCRA says this man also lived for a time in
Neudorf and using FHL#1,884,557, they proved origin in Herzogsweiller, Freudenstadt [Amt],
Wuerttemberg. See their book for much more.
ReutterFN: also see Reuter.
Reval, [Estonia, Russia]: is 78 km S of Helsinki, and was said by the Reinhard FSL to be homeUC to the
Rasch family. Said by the Schulz FSL to be homeUC to the Brenner family. Said by KS:118 to
be homeUC to the Juergenson woman who married Adam{J.Andr.}..
GL
Reval , Estland, [Russia]: is Tallin, Estonia, said by the Bauer FSL to be homeUC to a Remler family.
Said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Horlensin? family. Same place as the previous
entry.
Rewelt-bei-ZweibrueckenGL: the Helfenstein family may have been fromUC here.
RexerFN: see Bertsch of Bergdorf.
RexiusFN{Michael}: not found in Kulberg or in T, but by 18 Aug 1767 he and wife {Elisabeth} had
settled at Kraft FSL #22, he said to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
Rexius/Reccius{A.Cathar./A.Kath.): married Ruth{Georg Justus} in Buedingen 17 April 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#550 & KS152). KS150 has {Katharina}. Their son {J.Peter} was baptized in
Luebeck 9 June 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1300) Not found in any later source.
Reyer/Reyher{Johannes}: married Braun{Christina} in Buedingen 6 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#372). KS150 says he was fromUC Hartmuthsachsen near Witzenhausen
and suggests his surname may sometimes have been spelled Reyher. Not found in Kulberg, T,
any published FSL, or in Mai1798.
Reyher: see Reyer.
Reyman{Gottleb}: on 4 March 1765 was a witness at the marriage of
Nirrenheim/Nerheim{Michal/J.Michael} and the widow Schultz{Dorothy} (Fond 283, file 42,
p.16). I have found no further record of these people.
RezanovkaVV: a variation of the Russian name for NaebVV.
RezanowkaVV: a variation of the Russian name for NaebVV.
RezowkaVV: a Russian name for the village of LeichtlingVV.
RhanertFN: see Ranert.
Rheim{J.Samuel}: fromUC Kursachsen married Jopp{Elisabethe} in Friedberg 26 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#296). Not found in any later source.
RheinFN: also see Reis.
RheinbachGL, [Kurkoeln]: is some 21 miles S of Koeln city, and said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be
homeUC to a Riffer family.
RheinbachGL, Kurpfalz: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Morhart? family. This might now
FN

be in North Rhine Westphalia, some 21 miles S of Koeln city.
Rheinfeld: said by the Hildmann FSL to be homeUC to a Hunzheimer/Ganzheimer family. This
probably is 11 miles NNW of Cologne city centre and was then in either Kurkoeln or Juelich
Duchy.
Rheinholz?, Oesterreich: an unidentified place said by the Cheisol FSL to be homeUC to a
Chasselois/Shazlov family.
RheinlandGS see Rheinprovenz and Stolberg: and Rhein Province.
Rheinland-Pfalz: see Reinland-Pfalz.
RheinmuensterGL: an unidentified place said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to a Geiling woman
who in 1766 married a Schipper man; by 1767 the couple was in Stahl-am-Karaman
(Mai&Marquardt#485).
RheinpfalzGL: was the name for the former lands of Kurpfalz after they were absorbed by Bavaria in
1778.
Rhein Province: aka Rheinland, a Prussian province created in 1822 from Juelich, Kleve, Berg and
Niederrhein. The area had been invaded and taken by France in 1794, and annexed by France in
1801; 1813-15 it was occupied by Prussia and its allies.
RheinprovinzGS an unidentified German state doubtless along the Rhine in 1765-68; see Gladbach.
Rheinweiler, [within a small holding of an Austrian Noble]: is 15 km ESE of Mulhouse city and was said
by the Recruiter Beauregard list to have been homeUC to the Wenzel{Christian} family [Lk162].
Rhembach, Nassau: said by a Friedberg ML to be homeUC to Rothermel{Daniel} who in 1766 married a
Ketter woman (Mai&Marsquardt#315). This probably was Rambach.
RhonFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to
1767; see Flegel trip.
RhonthalerFN: see Rontaler.

